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ABSTRACT
This study emphasized a two stage to orbit reusable spacecraft system for use
in transporting cargo and passengers to and from a near earth orbital space station.
A single conceptual "point" design was treated in detail and several alternate
systems, corresponding to alternate payloads (size and weight), were examined based
on parametric excursions from the "point _' design. The overall design goal was to
configure the carrier and orbiter vehicles to minimize operational and proRram
recurring costs. This goal was achieved through high system reliability, vehicle
recoverability,and rapid ground turnaround capability made possible through modular
replaceable component design and use of an integrated onboard self test and check-
out system. Launch and land landing of both stages at the ETR launch site was a
studv groundrule as was the nominal 25,000 ib payload delivered to and returned
from orbit and packaged in a 15 ft. diameter bv 30 ft. Long cylindrical canister.
The resulting system has a gross lift-off weight of 13.4 million pounds.
The Orbiter is a 107 ft. HL-10 configuration, modified slightly in the base
area to accommodate the two boost engines. The launch propellant tanks are integral
with the primary body structure to maximize volume aw_ilable for propellant.
The Carrier is a 195 ft. clipped delta configuration with ten launch engines
identical to those of the orbiter. A dual lobed cylindrical launch propellant
tank forms the primary body structure. A 15% thick de]is wing is incorporated
which contains the landing gear, airbreathing engines and propellant.
A broad range of weight, cost and performance sensitivity data were generated
for the baseline and alternate system designs. Pertinent development and resource
requirements were identified, development and operational schedules were prepared
and corresponding recurring and non-recurring cost data were estimated. Program
plans were outlined for the design, manufacture and testing of the Orbiter and
Carrier vehicles and for the pursuit of critical technologies pacing vehicle
development.
Stage and a half and reusable systems employing expendable launch vehicles
were considered initially, but, these efforts were subsequently terminated prior
to completion. The expendable launch vehicle data are reported separately. The
stage and a half effort employed a version of the McDonnell Douglas Model 176
with four drop tanks.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The performance and operational analyses are referenced to the baseline ]o_is-
tics mission requirements. These mission requirements include transportation of
25,000 ]b of pa>,]oad, packaged in a 15 ft. diameter by 30 ft. ]on_: cylinder, to a
270 na mi altitude/55 ° incl_nation circular orbit, and returnin_ the same payload
to earth. The required mission duration is seven davs, and a crew of t_.7o is
required in both the carrier and orbiter. Cruise back to the launch site is
provided for the carrier and the orbiter while not havin_ a cruise requirement
does have a i0 minute _o-around or wave-off requirement.
This volume considers the aerodvnamic and thermodvnamic performa_.ce of the
reusable two stage system for each phase of the baseline mission. Launch, entry
and special abort trajectories with associated heatin_ analyses, as well as the
hvpersonic and subsonic aerodynamic requirements and characteristics are discussed.
Also included in this volume are (i) the mission analyses, which define the base-
iLne and alternate operational modes and assess the capabilitv of the baseline
system to perform alternate missions, and (2) the primary operational analvses
which include ground turnaround and cargo handling and crew accommodations. Four
special emphasis studies are included in this volume, namely, Abort, Approach and
Terminal Landing, Ground Turnaround and Mission Interface and Cargo Handling/
Accommodations.
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The mi_ion-anal\'_i_ effort consisted of (1) cstablishin_ the hase]ine mission
(together with nominal excursions from it), (2) collecting and documentating the
mission and design recuirements and constraints, (3) detailin_ the mission sequence
of events, and (4) assessin_ alternate mission requirements and their impact on
in addition, the use of an inland ]aunch and recovery
The results of these _tudies are reported in this
the baseline vehicle design.
site was briefly considered.
section.
Major mission-analysis tasks, such as cargo handling/passenger accommodations
and ground turnaround operations are reported in the special emphasis sections of
this report. Launch operations philosophy and major events are detailed in the
Launch Operations Plan.
2.1 Mission Profile - The baseline mission is a logistics _huttle mission for the
transportation of men and food, tools, equipment, experiments, etc. to a Space
Station. The Space Station is parked in a 55-degree-incJil,ed, 270 NM-eircular
Earth orbit. The major mission events, covering the period from launch to pre-
flight readiness for relauneh, are depicted (in simplified form) in Figure 2-i.
The Carrier and the Orbiter are mated to_ether and launched from the Eastern
Test Range (ETR). Launch is along a nonlinal 139-degree azimuth. Staging of the
two vehicles occurs at an altitude of about 220,000 feet, 82 nautical miles down-
range. Velocity at staging is 14,473 fps (ideal).
After staging, the Carrier rolls, turns, and flies to a landing field located
near the launch site. The Carrier is then cycled through the turnaround and
recertification operations. The Orbiter, under power, continues its flight into
a 45 x i00 NM eliptical orbit. The parking orbit is subsequentlv circularized to
100 N_I. After appropriate phasing, the Orbiter transfers from the parking orbit
to the 270 N)I Space Station altitude where payload transfer is accomplished.
The Orbiter remains in orbit up to seven days whereupon it returns to Earth
loaded with return payload (up to 25,000 ibs.).
At the landin_ site, the Orbiter is cycled through its recertification phase
and is _noved to the launch site in preparation for its next flight.
2.2 }li_sion Constraints and Requirements - A summary of the mission constraints
and requirements is given in Table 2-1. The mission require=ents are listed by
2-I
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mission phase and major event for ease in back referencing. The requirements and
constraints were drawn from both the Program Study Outline (PSO) and from NDAC
investigations during the study.
Major items among the mission requirements include the mission-altitude
range of 200 to 300 NM (nominally, 270 NM) and the mission orbital inclination
range of 28 to 90 degrees (nominally, 55 degrees). The nominal mission payload
consists of a cylindrically shaped canister having a diameter of 15 feet and a
length of 30 feet. Alternate payloads are identified in the chart. Possible
alternate missions are also itemized here.
The impulsive-velocity requirements are listed for each phase in which they
occur, as determined during the study. As a reference, the NASA supplied on-orbit
impulsive-velocity requirements are shown separately in Table 2-2. A total of
2000 fps is allowed for orbital maneuvering, including parking orbit circularization,
orbit-to-orbit transfer, and the deorbit burn. Greater levels of detail can be
found in the appropriate sections of this report.
2.3 Logistics Requirements - Annual logistics requirements are shown in Table 2-3
for 6, 9, 12, 18, and 24-man space stations. The requirements for the 6, 9, 18,
and 24-man stations were established during the MDAC Advanced Logistic System
Study (ALSS), which was performed for the NASA (October 1967). The 12-man station
data, which is of prime interest in this study, was interpolated from the ALSS
data.
Annual experiment equipment and supply requirements are detailed in Table
2-4 for typical 6, 9, 12, 18, and 24-man space stations. The equipment is grouped
into six general categories, namely,
o Astronomy
o Earth resources
o Meteorology
o Biology
o Long-term flight
o Advanced systems and equipment technology
For the 12-man space station, the total annual equipment requirements were deter-
mined to weigh about 56,350 ibs.
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Table 2-2
ON-ORBIT IMPULSIVE VELOCITY REQUIREMENTS I
EVENT
i. Circularize at i00 N_ 2
2. Transfer into 260 NM Phasing Orbit 3
3. Terminal Rendezvous & Docking
4. Launch Dispersion and Plane Change
5. Deorbit
6. Contingencies
VELOCITY REQUIRED
(fps)
TOTAL
i00
558
142
200
500
500
2000 fps
1
NASA - provided
2
After insertion into 45 x i00 NM orbit
3
Rendezvous within 24 hours.
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The factors used in deriving both human and space station logistics require-
ments are presented in Table 2-5. Human expendable factors consist of personal
supplies, metabolic oxygen, lithium hydroxide, the life support system, food,
and make-up water. Space station expendables considered were propellants and
oxygen and nitrogen requirements due to leakage.
Note that, from Table 2-3, the total annual 12-man space station logistic
requirement is given as 106,000 pounds. This figure is compatible with the study
nominal payload weight of 25,000 ibs for a launch rate of four launches per year.
2.4 Mission Sequence of Events - A detailed timeline of major mission events for
the baseline logistics mission is given in Table 2-6. The mission events are
grouped according to the following mission phases:
o Prelaunch Operations
o Ascent
o Orbital Operations
o Orbiter Descent
o Carrier Descent
o Maintenance Operations
Both event-initiation times and event-duration times are presented in this
table. Note that the tiems shown in this chart sometimes overlap, indicating the
parallel occurrance of events.
Discussions as to the philosophical approaches used in determining the
exhibited times are found in the appropriate sections of this report. It should
also be noted that the nominal values of the mission-event times are shown in
Table 2-6. The minimum prelaunch and maintenance event times, for example, are
discussed in the ground turnaround analyses of Section 4.1. For purposes of
programmatic analyses, the nominal times of Table 2-4 were used. However, for the
baseline program requirements, total program costs are found to be relatively
insensitive to ground turnaround duration.
2.5 Alternate Mission Capability - The capability of the baseline system to perform
the reference and alternate missions was investigated. A procedure for assessing a
space vehicle's mission capability was developed and is outlined in the following
paragraphs.
MCDONNELL DOUGLAS ASTRONAUTICS COMPANY
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2.5.1 Payload Sensiti_ity to On-Orbit Impulsive Velocity Requirements - Payload
weight sensitivity to on-orbit impulsive velocity requirements, is shown in
Figure 2-2 for the baseline system. Here, payload is traded pound for pound with
decreased propellant requirements when operating on the left side of the design
point. On the right side, an increase of one pound of propellant results in a
decrease of 1.15 pounds of cargo. The 1.15 factor accounts for both propellant and
added inerts, where propellant tankage is assumed to be installed in the payload
canister.
Since the baseline vehicle was designed to return a maximum 25,000 pounds of
payload, any additional return payload would have to be left in orbit. Thus, it is
conceivable, depending on on-orbit impulsive velocity requirements, that the system
could launch over 50,000 lbs into some particular orbits.
Referring to Figure 2-2, in the area of the design point, sensitivities of
approximately 17.8 lbs of cargo per 1 fps of impulsive velocity requirement are seen
on the left, and 19.4 lbs/fps on the right. The design point reflects an impulsive
velocity requirement of 2000 fps for on-orbit maneuvering. It should be noted that
if the cargo quantity transported into orbit is also returned and corresponding
orbiter subsystem modifications taken into account, a 15 lb/fps exchange would be
approximately true for either side at the design point in Figure 2-2. Note also
that the chart assumes a constant gross liftoff weight.
2.5.2 Mission Performance Capability - The baseline vehicle was designed to deliver
25,000 Ibs at payload into a 270 NM orbit inclined at 55 degrees via a I00 NM
circular parking orbit. The additional velocity increment (or decrement) required
to attain other inclinations is shown in Figure 2-3. If Hohmann transfer to mission
altitudes from a i00 NM circular orbit is assumed, Figure 2-4 may be used to
determine the additional impulsive-velocity requirements. Thus, Figures 2-2, 2-3,
and 2-4 can be used to determine the system's mission-performance capability,
where payload is traded for propellant (or impulsive-velocity capability).
The procedure is as follows. First, impulsive-velocity requirements for a
number of delivered payloads over the range of interest are read from Figure 2-2.
Next, a value of 1410 fps (2000 - 590) is subtracted from each of these impulsive-
velocity requirements. The 1410 fps accounts for all on-orbit impulsive-velocity
requirements other than transfer (gross rendezvous). In this manner, the baseline
case is zeroed and all other cases are scaled accordingly. Thus, the 25,000 lb.
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payload case has a working impulsive-velocity increment of 590 fps which corresponds
to a 270 NM mission from Figure 2-4.
Next, additional values of impulsive velocity are determined from Figure 2-3
for various inclinations. These last values are subtracted from each of the
constant payload values. Now, using Figure 2-4, the final altitudes can be
determined with knowledge of the total impulsive-velocity requirements.
Hence, plots of mission altitude versus mission inclination for lines of constant
payloads can be drawn. This is illustrated in final form for the baseline vehicle
in Figure 2-5.
Alternate-mission capability can be assessed if altitude and inclination
ranges, together with minimum delivered payload, are specfied. Since mission
altitude and inclination ranges combine to form rectangular plots on the chart of
Figure 2-5, each of the prospective missions can be overlayed on the basic plots of
constant-payload capability. Consequently, that area which falls below and to the
left of the constant-payload line corresponding to the minimum mission payload,
represents that portion of the overall mission which the baseline system can
accomplish.
Typical mission requirements for a set of likely alternate missions are shown
in Figure 2-5, where the circled numerals located in the rectangular areas corres-
pond to the missions noted above by that numeral. An assessment as to the capabil-
ity of the baseline system to accomplish these missions is given in Table 2-7
As indicated in the table, a range of 45.5 to i00 percent over all the missions can
be attained by the baseline concept. For the propellant delivery missions, where
50,000 ibs of propellant is the payload requirement, it takes two trips by the
baseline vehicle to accomplish 90 percent of that mission's inclination-altitude
requirements.
There are some limitations to the above technique which are noted below:
o No account is taken for fluctuations in deorbit velocity with varying
mission altitude.
o The percent-of-mission-covered quantities quoted assume an equal
likelihood for all points within the altitude-inclination mission
rectangle. This may not be the case. Certain altitude-inclination
regimes may be more probable than others.
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MISSIONS
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Figure 2-5
Table 2-7
MISSION PERFORMANCE
(Design Payload .=25,000 Pounds)
I.SPACE STATION LOGISTICS
2. SATELLITE PlACEMENT/RETRIEVAL
3. DELIVERY OF PROPULSIVESTAGES& PAYLOAD
4. DELIVERY OF PROPELLANTS
5. SATELLITE SERVICE& MAINTENANCE
6. SHORTDURATIONORBITAL MISSION
_INIMUM PAYLOAD/FLIGHT
(LB)
25,oo0
10,000
25,000
50,000
5,000
25,000
PERCENT OF MISSION
COVERED (%)
49.2
45.5
100.0
NOTE 1
55.0
61.2
|. IN ONE FLIGHT CONCEPTCAN SUPPLY 50%OF PAYLOADTO 90%OF THE MISSIONS.
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No attempt has been made to assess these methodology limitations but for
assessments of mission capability, the technique described is both quick and
reasonably accurate.
2.5.3 Alternate Mission Design Impacts - Since the payload has been defined as
a cylindrical integral mission canister, the payload may be considered as a
standard, self-contained module which, except for the mechanical connections (and,
perhaps, some mission operations), operates independently from the Orbiter.
Alternate missions, then, in this respect, would have very little impact on the
design of the baseline vehicle.
From the data (percent-of-mission-covered) presented Dreviously in
Table 2-7, it is seen that the baseline vehicle can perform about half the
logistics missions within the inclination and altitude ranges of 28-90 degrees
and 200-300 NM, respectively. Further, the mission for the delivery of propulsive
stages and payload can be completely accomplished with the presently defined
vehicle. The propellant-delivery mission can be completely performed by resorting
to multiple launches of the smaller payload. However, the percent-of-mission
covered for the remaining alternate missions ranges from 45.5 to 61.2 percent.
To provide the baseline vehicle with a 100% alternate-mission capability,
the vehicle would have to be initially designed to carry a much larger payload
into its reference orbit. Then, payload capability could be traded for
additional onboard propellant necessary for the spacecraft to accomplish the
higher altitude and inclination missions. No assessment was made as to what
value of deliverable payload would be required in order to completely perform
all the alternate missions. Such a task would require a much better definition
of the alternate missions under consideration and is beyond the scope of this study.
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2.6 Inland Launch and Landin$ Sites - Launch and landing from inland bases can
provide improved mission operational capability. An analysis of the spectrum of
alternate missions indicates that polar launches (required in order to achieve
total coverage of the earth's surface), such as those needed for the Earth
Resources Satellites, would frequently be required to accomplish these missions.
Polar launches are presently performed from the Western Test Range (WTR) by
launching in a southerly direction. The WTR site is satisfactory for expendable
launch vehicles, but, like at ETR, the use of recoverable boost stages poses
serious operational problems for recovery and reuse, particularly because of the
high probability of salt-water immersion in such cases. These problems and
limitations can be overcome by use of continental inland bases for launch and
recovery. Additional problems are associated with launching over populated areas,
but these problems are not unknown, unexpected, or insolvable. Solutions to
overland flights may be easier to find than means to effect a water recovery of
the Carrier.
One of the principal factors affecting the choice of an inland launch site
is the consideration of recovery operations. For example, a site in North Texas
was initially considered as a candidate site, but proved suitable only for
northerly launches, because launches to the south precluded any possibility of
land recovery without seriously penalizing the Carrier.
McConnell AFB, located just outside Wichita, Kansas, was selected as a most
favorable inland launch-site candidate. Its location is such that no serious
geographic constraints are encountered (mountains, lakes, deserts, etc.). Polar
and other highly inclined launches are feasible from McConnell. In general,
population densities are lower in the plain states than along either seaboard;
no serious population shifts to the Midwest are anticipated. Also, there are a
sufficient number of airports and USAF bases under the most-probable flight
paths from McConnell to ensure adequate recovery capability under either a normal
or abort operating mode.
A launch from McConnell AFB, Kansas, would occur along either a 47-degree or
133-degree azimuth to reach She baseline-mission inclination, 55 degrees.
The location of major civil and military airfields within the continential
limits of the United States are shown in Figure 2-6. From the figure, it is seen
that the topography of the western states is, in general, very rugged. Launches
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from California would be extremely constrained because of the mountain ranges
extending for a considerable distance to the east and the Pacific Ocean bordering
on the west. Easterly launches would very likely be required because of the
increased payload capability of a posigrade launch in comparison to a retrograde
(westerly) launch.
If launch azimuths were restricted to lie in the first quadrant (0 ° to 90°),
then a land site in North-Central Texas, such as Sheppard AFB, would prove very
attractive, in that weather extremes would be avoided, and heavily travelled air
lanes would not pose a hazard. Also, with such azimuth constraints, abort-mode-
recovery capability would be adequate from Sheppard AFB. However, the selection
of such a southern location would require a larger "footprint" on the part of the
Carrier for southerly launches, because it would be necessary to overfly non-US
territories, or else to make dog-leg launches to avoid such overflights and still
return to a friendly base.
Further studies, paricularly of climatic conditions, may indicate the
advisability of an entirely new facility, optimally located for the ILRVS program.
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3.0 AERO-THERMO PERFOtL_ANCE ANALYSIS
This section considers the overall performance of the two stage system in
each mission phase including launch, orbit, entry and landing. The basic ground-
rule's underlying these performance analyses are summarized in Table 3-1.
These groundrules were established through joint NASA/MDAC agreement. Most of
the groundrules were NASA requirements while some were established on the basis
of trade studies as indicated in Table 3-1. Sensitivites to these groundrules
were assessed and the impact of variation in these parameters on vehicle size,
weight and cost was determined. These sensitivities are presented throughout
the report in the specific sections dealing with the parameter of interest e.g.
weights, design and cost.
A summary of the primary performance characteristics of the two stage system
based on the nominal groundrules defined in Table 3-1, is presented in Table 3-2.
A brief discussion of these performance parameters is given in the following
paragraphs.
Impulsive Velocity - The launch impulsive velocity split (ideal) between the
first and second stage vehicles is determined primarily by the volume available
in the 107 ft orbiter. The maximum velocity increment that can be incorporated
in the orbiter is 16,777 ft/sec so the remainder (14,420 ft/sec) of the total
launch velocity requirement effectively establishes the size of the carrier
vehicle. An orbit velocity increment of 2000 ft/sec is provided in the orbiter
for orbit maneuvering and attitude control.
Thrust-to-Weight - The lift off thrust-to-weight ratio of the Carrier
is approximately 1.32 with all I0 engines functioning. With an engine out at
lift-off this same thrust-to-weight can be maintained using engine overspeed. The
initial thrust-to-weight ratio of the Orbiter at staging altitude is 1.42 with both
engines functioning. With one engine out and with 25% engine overspeed, the
initial orbiter thrust-to-weight is .89. An additional 590 fps of AV is required
when operating in the engine out mode. However, the launch and an orbit AV con-
tingencies will satisfy this requirement and enable the completion of the mission.
ICEU()RT NO.
MDC E0049
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Maximum Acceleration - The launch trajectory for the two stage system as _.Tell
as the entry trajectories for both stages were shaped so as not to exceed a 3g
boundary. During launch the 3.g limit is maintained by a combination of throttling
and shut-down of Carrier engines, and strict throttling of the Orbiter engines.
During entry both vehicles approach but do not reach the 3.g limit.
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Table 3-1
GROUNDRULE SUMMARY
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
O
25,000 lb. Cargo (Up and Down)
15' D x 30"L Cargo Container
10% Inert Weight Contingency (Both Stages)
Series Burn
Engine Out Capability (Both Stages, All Propulsion Systems)
Flight Performance Reserve - 0.75% &VBoos t
2000 FPS On-Orbit _,r
ETR Launch
45 x i00 N Mi Injection Orbit at 55 Degree Inclination
3g's Maximum Acceleration (Eyeballs In & Down)
Carrier Cruise Back to Launch Site
Orbiter Landing Go-Around Capability (i0 Minutes Power)
* Selected From Trade Study Results
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Propellant Fraction - Propellant fraction for the Carrier and Orbiter is
defined to be the ratio of usable launch propellant to total stage weight at lift-
off and staging respectively.
Entr__ Parameters - The nominal entry trajectory for the Carrier is character-
ized by a 180 ° inverted turn and maintaining a high angle of attack throughout
most of the entry. This trajectory tends to minimize the Carrier down range and thu3
cruise requirements. The entry wing loading for the Carrier is 38 psf based on the
total projected plan area (13,300 ft2). The maximum body temperature that is
experienced during entry (aft of the 12.5% body station) is II00°F. The nose,
fin leading edges, and flaps which comprise a small percentage of the total area
realize somewhat higher temperatures.
The nominal entry trajectory for the Orbiter is characterized by a high
angle-of-attack entry and approximately 390 NM cross range which provides once
per day return capability at the 55 ° inclination reference orbit. The wing load-
ing for the Orbiter at entry is 48 psf based on the total projected plan area
O
(4,160 ft"). The trajectory was shaped so as not to exceed a 2200°F heating
boundary (aft of 12.5% body station).
Cruise Range - The Carrier has a cruise range of 357 NM plus approach and
landing capabilities with an additional 20% contingency for head winds and hot
day operation. This range is sufficient for the Carrier to return to the launch
site. The Orbiter with once per day return capability has no cruise requirement
but has propellant sufficient for go-around and a powered landing.
Landing Parameters - The wing loadings for the Carrier and Orbiter at landing
are based on the total projected plan areas which are 13,000 ft 2 and 4,160 ft 2
respectively. The touchdown velocities are based on the touchdown angles defined
in Table 3-2. The values of these touchdown angles are limited by the landing
gear design and vehicle geometry.
The following sections present the detailed performance analyses by mission
phase and include two special emphases areas, Approach and Landing, and Abort.
3-4
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3.1 Ascent Performance - The primary ascent performance study effort was
addressed to trajectory shaping, stage separation dynamics, launch configuration
aerodynamic characteristics, and heating. In the area of trajectory shaping,
trade studies were conducted to determine velocity loss sensitivities to key
system variables. The separation analysis resulted in the definition of a
viable separation sequence. Aerodynamic characteristics were derived from
exploratory wind tunnel tests of the launch configuration conducted at the
Langly Research Center test facilities. The heating analysis provided a
comparison of launch and reentry temperatures for the Carrier and Orbiter.
MCDONNELL DOLIGLAS ASTRONALITICS COMPANY
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3.1.1 Ascent Phase Aerodynamic Characteristics - The subsonic lift, drag, and
moment characteristics for the Ascent Phase configuration are presented in
Figures 3-1 through 3-4. The information shown here was obtained from the results
of an exploratory wind tunned test conducted at the Langley Research Center Low
Turbulence Pressure Tunnel. The force coefficients were normalized with a
reference area which corresponded to the theroretical wing area of the carrier
vehicle, while the moments were normalized with the same reference area and the
corresponding mean aerodynamic chord. The moment reference point was positioned
at the 45% station on the carrier, which is representative of the center of gravity
location of the combined masses of the loaded carrier and orbiter.
The lift data show that the configuration has a zero angle-of-attack lift
coefficient of 0.21 and a lift curve slope of 0.042 per degree for the angle-of-
attack range from zero to eight degrees. Comparison of these ascent configuration
data with the carrier test data alone (presented in succeeding paragraphs) shows
that the carrier lift characteristics are almost the sam(_, indicating that the
carrier lifting forces predominate, at least over the positive angle-of-attack
range.
Comparison of the drag data shows that the zero angle-of-attack drag coeffi-
cient of 0.073 is twice the value for the carrier alone, which indicates that
there is a sizeable interference factor present. The subsonic estimates for zero
angle-of-attack drag did not include an interference factor, and therefore under-
predicted the drag by a sizeable margin. However, it must be pointed out that the
test data did not include base pressure corrections due to engine thrust effects
and may still not be a true indicator of the actual boost phase drag. Also shown
on the zero angle-of-attack drag figure is the Mach number range where the
majority of the drag losses are accumulated during a nominal ascent trajectory.
The transonic drag region is delineated as the area which must be well defined for
accurate drag loss predictions.
The subsonic moment curve indicates that the ascent configuration is very
stable with respect to the chosen moment reference point. A combined center-
of-gravity location as far aft as the 59.2% station on the carrier could be
tolerated before a neutral stability condition would exist. This large static
margin is due mainly to the large wing of the carrier, but the drag moment
of the orbiter introduces a large nose-down moment which is not indicated by
3-6
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carrier-alone data. Additional elevon deflection data, if available, would show
that it was possible to trim the configuration at low angle-of-attack. However,
this would be true for the power-off condition only (short mode), since the power-on
trim conditions are drastically affected by thrust moments of the rocket engines.
Figures 3-5 through 3-7 present the hyperso_ic lift, drag, and moment
characteristics of the ascent phase configuration. This information was obtained
from the results of a wind tunnel test conducted at the Langley Research Center
Continuous Flow Hypersonic Tunnel. The reference area _nd length is the same as
that used for the subsonic data. The moment reference point was positioned at the
74% station on the carrier, which is a point approximately 10% aft of the center
of gravity location of the combined masses at staging.
The lift figure shows that the configuration has a zero angle-of-attack lift
coefficient of 0.025 and a lift curve slope of 0.012 per degree. Comparison with
the carrier hypersonic data indicates that the zero angle value is different in
sign, and the lift curve slope of the ascent phase configuration is about 20%
higher than that from the carrier alone. The increase in lift effectiveness is
believed to be due to the increased local pressure on the bottom of the carrier
wing caused by the intersection of the shock wave from the orbiter vehicle.
Comparison of the drag data shows that the zero angle-of-attack drag coeffi-
cient of 0.091 for the ascent phase configuration is about 35% greater than the
carrier drag alone. The numerical sum of the carrier drag (.066) and the orbiter
drag (.034, based on carrier wing area) is greater than the drag of the ascent
phase configuration, which implies that favorable interaction of the shock systems
from the two vehicles is causing local pressure regions to reduce the component
drags. No base pressure corrections were included to account for rocket thrust
effects, but the power-on condition could change the drag appreciably.
The moment curve indicates that the ascent configuration is unstable with
respect to the chosen moment reference point. However, the figure shows the
addition of center-of-gravity reference lines and indicates that the vehicle will
be at least neutrally stable with a nominal staging center-of-gravity; i.e. 65 to
66 percent of body length.
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3.1.2 Ascent Trajector_ Analysis - Ascent trajectory design is subject to a
number of trade-offs. The final design is the result of a process which begins
by identifying and assigning weighting values to the sig_ffficant dependent
variables and ends when the design is found which maximizes the payoff function(s)
within prespecified groundrules. The objective of this section is to identify
some of the key tradeoff values and assess their interaction on vehicle and tra-
jectory design. Finally, key ascent trajectory environmental variables for the
selected configuration baseline design are presented.
_le total mission velocity budget that must be bt=[]t into the launch config-
uration is the sum of (a) characteristic idea] mission velocity (including the
earth rotational component), (b) nominal ascent phase losses, and (c) a contin-
gency termed flight performance reserve. Since (a) and (c) have been specified,
the primary objective of ascent trajectory shaping can be stated as minimizing
velocity losses.
Velocity Loss Trades - Ascent phase losses comprise 15 to 20 percent of
the mission design velocity budget. Gross launch weight sensitivity to velocity
budget is high (_ 530 Lbs/Per Ft/Sec of Orbiter /_V). It was therefore imperative
to identify and assess the sensitivity of those performance parameters charac-
terized by high velocity loss trades. Trade studies were performed to evaluate
the effect on velocity losses of:
o Lift-off thrust-to-weight ratio
o Orbiter initial thrust-to-weight ratio
o Staging coast time
o Maximum axial load factor of 3G's and 4G's
Analytic calculations in most instances require assumptions and simplifica-
tions which would at best yield only order-of-magnitude answers. Consequently,
numerical analysis techniques were incorporated wherein integrated ascent trajec-
tories were run for several discrete values of the parameters. The trajectory pro-
gram utilizes a rotating spherical earth model and tl_e 1962 U.S. standard atmos-
phere. A gravity turn was simulated for the first stage and a thrust vectoring
program derived by a calculus-of-variations scheme was used in the second stage
to achieve the desired insertion conditions. Drag forces were simulated during
first stage operation using the combined vehicle drag curve in Figure 3-4.
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Lift-Off Thrust/Weisht - Losses reduced monotonically with increasing F/W
as shown in Figure 3-8. The exchange rate is approximately 330 ft/sec pe_ 0.1 g
at F/W = 1.317 g's. This figure does not reflect the compensating effect of in-
creasing system weight with increasing engine size and/or number. Other considera-
tions which restrict high F/W design selection include base area limitations and
a requirement for the same engine in both stages.
Orbiter Thrust/Weight - The study requirement for engine out capability with-
out mission compromise was a key factor in boost engine selection. Loss of one
first stage engine can be compensated for with moderate over-speed of the remain-
ing engines with no 5V penalty. However, a second stage engine failure (for a
two or three engine configuration) results in a severe 5V penalty. The velocity
loss curve in Figure 3-9 is characterized by a sharp increase in gravity and ma-
neuver losses for F/W below about 1.2 g's. Single engine operation is in the
region well beyond the "knee" of the curve, hence high losses are incurred. With-
out overspeed, losses are 1300 ft/sec greater than nominal two-engine operation.
The loss increment is 820 ft/sec with 15% overspeed and 590 ft/sec with 25% over-
speed. The velocity budget has been designed to accommodate a second stage
engine out condition with the remaining operative engine running at 25% over-
speed.
Stagin$ Coast Time - A stage separation sequence is defined in part 3.1.3
of this section and is used here to identify and assess gross separation dynamics.
Carrier thrust tail-off, orbiter pre-start chill-down requirements, thrust build-
up history, etc. had not been defined in enough detail to warrant inclusion in
the trajectory simulation. A trade study was performed, however, to determine
losses as a function of coast time between stages. The assumptions were:
o Instantaneous thrust termination at staging.
o A free-fall unpowered coast interval, and
o Instantaneous thrust build-up at second stage engine ignition.
The exchange rate is 6.5 ft/sec loss per second of coast time across the 20
second coast interval examined.
MCDONNELL DOUGLAS ASTRONAUTICS COMPANY
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EFFECT OF LIFT-OFF F/W ON VELOCITY LOSSES
i
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i 4
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• IDEAL STAGINGVELOCITY 14,420 FT/SEC
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Maximum Axial Load Factor - The effect ot increasing the permissible
maximum axial load factor from 3 g's to 4 g's was to decrease losses and hence,
the velocity budget by 40 ft/sec. Table 3-3 provides a breakdown of the total de-
sign velocity budget. Note that the gravity loss term constitutes approximately
77% of the total losses. The next largest contributor is drag at 14%.
Baseline Ascent Trajectory - From the performance trades outlined in this
section and similar systems/performance trades described elsewhere, a baseline
configuration was defined which satisfies the required mission and performance
criteria. The key configuration and system performance characteristics required
for ascent trajectory shaping are:
o Boost propulsion system (thrust and Isp )
o Weights (propellant, structure, and payload)
o Aerodynamic drag
The boost propulsion system is comprised of ten 448,000 ib sea Level thrust
engines in the first stage and two in the second. Propellant is loaded to pro-
vide 14,420 ft/sec ideal velocity in the first stage and the design velocity
budget balance in the second stage. Stage operation is series burn, i.e. second
stage burn is initiated following first stage shut-down and separation. The
resultant ascent phase altitude thrust and propellant flow rate time histories
are shown in Figure 3-10. At 48 seconds the first stage two position nozzles are
extended to secure the higher specific impulse.
From a performance standpoint, the predominant aerodynamic force during
ascent is drag. The drag curve (C D vs Mach number) used is presented in Figure
3-4. Drag losses were determined to trade-off at approximately 4 ft/sec per
percent change in drag coefficient over the transonic Mach range.
Mission Profile and Flight Sequencing - A typical in-plane mission flight
profile is illustrated in Figure 3-11. The view is from a south westerly direc-
tion, normal to the polar orbital plane (55 ° inclination). Transfer from the
i00 nm parking orbit to the 270 nm station altitude orbit is accomplished using
the modified limited rev technique defined and discussed in Section 3.2 of this
volume. Figure 3-12 shows the ascent phase and first stage recovery altitude/
range profiles. Detailed second stage reentry and first stage recovery trajectory
shaping is discussed in Section 3.3 of this volume.
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Table 3-3
VELOCITY BUDGET SENSITIVITY
NominalPerformance
• INSERTIONVELOCITY (45 x 100N MI, i = 55°)
GRAVITY LOSSES
MANEUVERLOSSES
ALTITUDE THRUST LOSSES
DRAGLOSSES
• NOMINAL ASCENT PHASEBUDGET, _%VN
FLIGHT PERFORMANCERESERVE(0.75%\VN)
• TOTAL ASCENTPHASE BUDGET
ON-ORBIT BUDGET
• TOTAL _V BUDGET
i
MAXIMUMAXIAL LOAD FACTOR
3G'S 4G'S
25,000
4,283
145
340
764
30,532
229
30,761
2,000
32,761
25,000
4,263
129
34O
760
30,492
229
30,721
2,000
32,721
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INPLANE MISSION PROFILE
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t V h
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TO 0 0
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0
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REENTRY
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2 RE-ENTRY
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t
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V h R
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A nominal sequence of events and associated times are tabulated below.
Beginning at lift-off, a programmed 20 second vertical rise and roll maneuver
is executed. The roll program serves to rotate the launch configuration from
the launch aligned azimuth to the desired flight azimuth.
EVENT
o Lift-off
o Terminate vertical rise; initiate
gravity turn
o Extend nozzles from stowed position
o Throttle to 3g axial load factor
o Staging; initiate second stage thrust
vectoring
o Throttle to 3g axial load factor
o Orbit insertion (45 x i00 NM); begin
Hohman Transfer
o Circularize at i00 NM
NOMINAL TIME (SEC)
T
T + 20
T+48
T + 150.1
T + 196.2
T + 362.5
T + 417.3
*T + 50.5 _Xn
Trajectory Parameters - Nominal ascent trajectory parameter time histories
are shown in Figure 3-13 through 3-15. These data are intended to reflect typical
trajectory characteristics. Maximum dynamic pressure was approximately 465 ibs/
ft 2 and occurred 70 seconds following lift-off. An idealized gravity turn maneu-
ver was simulated throughout the high q region to minimize aerodynamic loads. At
staging, q had dropped to I0 ibs/ft 2. Note that the maximum load factor was
maintained for about 45 seconds during first stage oper3tion and for approxi-
mately 55 seconds during the second stage.
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3.1.3 Stage Separation Analysis - A digital computer simulation of the separation
dynamics of the Orbiter and the Carrier was performed. This simulation describes
the motions of the centers of gravity of the two vehicles and determines whether
or not the surfaces of the two vehicles intersect, that is, if a collision occurs.
The basic assumptions of this simulation are that aerodynamic effects are ignored
and that perfect control is maintained.
The approach for separating the Orbiter and Carrier had as its primary ob-
jectives; minimal disturbance to the flight path of the Orbiter, and minimum delay
in thrust initiation of the Orbiter main engines. A technique which accomplishes
these objectives to a reasonable degree is to cleanly separate the two vehicles,
move tile carrier away from the Orbiter and then fire the Orbiter main engines.
Implementation of this technique is achieved through the following sequence of
events.
a.
b.
The body rates and flight path rate are nulled.
The carrier engines are shut down. 4 seconds are required for the thrust
to decay to zero.
c. After the carrier thrust is zero, a delay of .! second elapses before
separation occurs.
d. The attachment between tile two vehicles is remow_d without disturbing
either vehicle.
e. At the time of separation, a thrust of 16,000 pounds is applied by four
4,000 pound thrust engines, two forward of the carrier center of gravity
and two aft. The center of thrust of the engines is 3 ft forward of the
carrier center of gravity.
f. 1 second after separation, the Orbiter engines are ignited. Full thrust
is obtained in 4.55 seconds.
g. 2 seconds after separation, the carrier separation thrust is terminated.
During this time the Orbiter body rates are maintained at null.
The separation trajectory using the above technique is shown in Figure
3-16. The orbiter translates across the path of the carrier. However, tile
carrier has rotated away from the orbiter and the orbiter has moved sufficiently
forward when it crosses the flight path so that no collision occurs. The minimum
clearance occurs in the first few seconds and the surfaces clear in this time
period as shown in Figure 3-17.
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While this analysis did not consider dispersions, certain refinements were
examined. For any forward positioning of the two forward separation engines, no
collision occurs. A larger pitch motion of the carrier occurs which has the
desirable effect of increasing the distance between the Orbiter and the carrier
when the Orbiter passes in front of the carrier.
The additional equipment required to successfully perform a separation over
that required for other orbital uses are the two extra thrusters forward of the
center of gravity and a door to cover them during reentry.
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3.1.4 Launch Heatin_ Analysis - The nominal Carrier launch and reentry trajec-
tories are shown in Figure 3-18. This figure shows that maximum stagnation point
heating rates are more severe during reentry than launch. This applies to the
entire Carrier except for the dorsal fin which experiences maximum heating during
launch. Carrier temperatures are presented in Section 3.3.1-C of this volume.
Launch temperatures on the Orbiter for an impulsive velocity of approximately
14,500 ft/sec were predicted using the methods presented in Section 3.3.2. The
effect of shock interaction between the Carrier and Oribter was not included in
this analysis. Increases in local heating on the orbiter due to shock interfer-
ence could result in heating rates being considerably increased prior to staging.
The magnitude of this increase should be determined by heat transfer testing on the
Carrier/Orbiter launch configuration. Temperature histories during launch at 12.5%
of vehicle length are shown in Figure 3-19 for the side, lower surface centerline,
upper surface, and upper surface centerline. Maximum side, lower surface center-
line, upper surface and upper surface centerline temperatures are I125°F, 1020°F,
830°F and 725°F, respectively, and occur at the time of insertion into a 45
nautical mile orbit. At insertion the angle of attack is reduced to zero degrees,
altitude continues to increase and velocity decreases as a result of drag
effects. Lower surface temperatures will decrease, whereas side and upper sur-
face temperatures could increase slightly prior to decreasing. Further tests are
required to more thoroughly establish heating rates in the low angle of attack
regime. The temperatures are radiation equilibrium values based on a surface
emittance of 0.85 and to not include an uncertainty factor.
The maximum launch temperatures shown, except for the upper surface center-
line, are lower than the temperatures experienced during the nominal once/day
reentry as seen in Figure 3-79, (3.3.2,C) and thus do not affect structural design.
The maximum upper surface centerline launch temperature of 725°F is higher than
the 680°F experienced during the nominal once/day reentry but remains below the
maximum allowable temperature limit of titanium (IO00=F).
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3.2 Orbital Performance
3.2.1 Gross Rendezvous Techniques - Five gross rendezvous techniques were evalu-
ated for applicability to tbe near earth logistic mission. The advantages and
disadvantages of each techniaue are summarized in Figure 3-20. In the ground-hold-
phasing technique, the launch is delayed until the phasing with the space station
is s_ch that injection would occur at the perigee of the transfer orbit. For this
technique, the _V for the inherent plane change is very large but the transfer time
is a minimum. Fbr the parking orbit phasing technique, the _V is a minimum but the
time from launch through docking exceeds the established maximum for much of the
range cf space station altitudes and inc]inations. The rendezvous compatible
orbit technique is a restricted form of the ground ho]d phasing technique wherein
the space station ground track repeats in a reasonable number of orbits but the
restrictions are too great to be considered for a generalized space station. The
limited rev technique is a highly flexible technique which provides a trade-off
between _V and time in orbit. Sufficient plane change capability is provided
to allow for moderate ground hold phasing. The remainder of the phasing is accom-
plished in a phasing orbit. Both catchup and drop-back oribts are used to limit
the time in orbit. A modified version of the limited rev technique is recommended
for the baseline mission. In the modified limited rev technique, the drop-back
maneuver, which requires a sizeable _V, is eliminated at the cost of increasing
the phasing time. In either of the limited rev techniques, the plane change _V
is vector summed with the three bielliptic transfer maneuvers to reduce the total
V requirement.
3.2.2 Gross Rendezvous Velocity and Phasin$ Requirements - The transfer velocity
requirement to enable a logistic spacecraft to leave a circular i00 n.m. earth
orbit to rendezvous with a space station at various altitudes with a capability to
provide from zero to one degree plane change is given in Figure 3-21. The added
plane change _V is based on performing the maneuvers as explained for the modified
limited rev technique. For the baseline mission (55 degree inclination, 270 n.m.
orbit), a 540 ft/sec _V is required with zero plane change capability. To reach
a 300 n.m. orbit with one degree plane change capability, 775 ft/sec is required.
To achieve a rendezvous operation within the prescribed 24 hour total ascent
time constraint, the maximum parking orbit phasing time should be limited to 20
hours. Also assuming worst-case phasing and a launch-any-day capability, the
plane change required will be dependent on meeting these constraints. In addition,
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the current ETR launch constraints call for launch headings between 44 and ii0
degrees. The southern and northern boundary limitations are exceeded for orbital
inclinations greater than 34 and 52 degrees, respectively. These constraints are
not compatible with in-plane launches into the nominal 55 degree inclination orbit
without boost yaw steering. Hence, modified launch azimuth constraints of 35 to
180 degrees were assumed for this study. With these modifications, the launch
heading reaches the northern boundary at an inclination of 60 degrees and the
southern boundary at an inclination of 90 degrees.
The maximum orbit phasing time for an in-plane (zero plane change allowance)
Hohmann transfer from a i00 n.m. parking orbit is shown as a function of space
station altitude in Figure 3-22 for orbit inclinations of 55 degrees and 90 degrees.
Also shown are the decreased phasing times achievable with a one degree plane
change allowance. Note that the 24 hour ascent requirement can be met for the
baseline mission without a plane change.
3.2.3 Launch Opportunities - The effect of restricting the transfer _V to 775
ft/sec upon launch opportunity is illustrated in Figure 3-23. A launch may not
be possible every day for the lower station altitude with orbit inclinations
greater than 60 degrees. Figure 3-24 shows that 1900 ft/sec transfer _V is required
to provide a once-a-day launch opportunity for missions defined by the shaded
region of Figure 3-24. However, other schemes such as yaw steering during boost
would be preferable to this large transfer _V requirement.
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3.2.4 Orbital Maneuver Velocity ReRuirements - For the baseline mission, with the
space station in a 270 nautical mile circular orbit at an inclination of 55 degrees,
the vehicles are launched in plane. Abort considerations and range constraints
dictate whether a northerly or southerly launch is used. The orbiter is injected
into a 45 x i00 nautical mile orbit. At the first apogee the orbit is circularized
at i00 nautical miles. At this altitude the orbiter catches up with the space sta-
tion. If the orbiter must remain at this altitude for 24 hours, a 40 feet per
second drag make-up is required. If errors in the inclination of the i00 nautical
mile parking orbit occurred, a plane change to correct the inclination would be
incorporated in the orbit transfer burns. For an error of .2 degrees, an addition-
al l0 feet per second is required. The orbit transfer is a Hohmann type with the
final altitude being 255 nautical miles.
The final altitude is selected to be 15 nautical miles below the space
station with the final transfer burn occurring in a trailing position from the
space station. From this slow catchup orbit, terminal rendezvous is initiated
when the trailing displacement is about 60 nautical miles. An incremental
velocity of 60 feet/second will perform the terminal rendezvous but the results
of Gemini flight experience indicate that a 150 to 400 percent increase is
required to perform these maneuvers. At completion of the terminal rendezvous,
the orbiter and space station are in close proximity with the relative rates being
nulled. From this condition, the orbiter performs the necessary station keeping
maneuvers. For a seven day on-orbit mission, the relative position of the orbiter
and space station will require trimming of the orbiter orbit. Prior to retro-
grade, a return phasing maneuver may be required to provide for a once a day
return capability. For a landing site at 28.5 degree latitude and an orbiter
inclination of 55 degrees, about a 400 nautical mile cross range capability is
required. While the orbiter has this much aerodynamic cross range capability
other design criteria may limit the use of the full potential. Assuming no
cross range is utilized, a 285 ft/second phasing maneuver would be required for the
worst case. Without return orbit phasing the incremental velocity is 400 feet/
second for a i degree entry angle, and with the worst case phasing this could be
500 to 760 feet/second, depending on whether retrograde is performed at apogee or
perigee. It is always possible to orient the phasing orbit so that retrograde can
be at apogee. For a 1.5 degree entry angle, a deorbit impulse of 425 feet/second
is required for the baseline.
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A summary of the incremental velocity requirements is shown in Table 3-4.
A MDAC estimate is included with the NASA specified. The estimate for the gross
rendezvous varies from that required to perform the nominal mission (270 n.m.,
55 degree inclination, no plane change capability) to that required for a 300 n.m,
90 ° inclination with 1 degree paine change capability. This maximum value is
not sufficient to cover the full launch opportunity spectrum with worst case
phasing as shown in Figures 3-23 and 3-24. However, it is felt that the majority
of the missions can be handled, and if worst case phasing is not encountered,
the 24 hour ascent time requirement may be accomplished.
Table 3-4
POST-INJECTION INCREMENTAL VELOCITY REQUIREMENTS
(Ft/Sec)
Mission Phase MDAC Estimate NASA Specified
Circularization i00 i00
Launch Dispersions 200
Drag Makeup 40
Orbit Transfer 540-775* 558
Plane Change i0
Terminal Rendezvous 200 142
Station Keeping 40
Retrograde 425-470** 500
Subtotal 1355-1635 1500
Contingency 135-163 500
Total 1490-1798 2000
540 ft/sec for baseline mission; 775 ft/sec provides capability
to rendezvous for sttation altitudes between 200 and 300 NM with
orbit inclinations between 28.5 and 90 deg. NOTE: The 24 hour
ascent requirement is not satisfied at the lower altitudes for
inclination greater than 60 deg.
425 ft/sec = retrograde 5V for 270 NM orbit.
470 ft/sec = retrograde 5V for 300 NM orbit.
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3.3 Entry Performance - The Orbiter must enter the earth's atmosphere following
retrograde from the nominal 270 NM altitude circular orbit. The Carrier, however,
must return from a point slightly higher than the staging altitude but well within
the sensible atmosphere. The aerodynamics, trajectories and heating analyses for
both the Orbiter and Carrier associated with these entry requirements are presented
and discussed in this section. The entry performance data for the Carrier and
Orbiter vehicles are considered separately and in that order.
3.3.1 Carrier Performance - The Carrier entry performance analyses are presented
in the following paragraphs. The vehicle, aerodynamic data are discussed first
followed by the trajectory and heating considerations.
a) Carrier Entry Aerodynamic Analysis - During the study a series of
exploratory wind tunnel tests of the Carrier were performed at the
Langley Research Center. The tests included the Carrier alone as well
as the 2-stage ascent phase configuration. Force and moment tests were
conducted at a subsonic Mach number of 0.3 and a hypersonic Mach number
of 10.4. Thermographic tests on the Carrier alone were conducted at
Mach number 10.4, using phase-change material to indicate first order
heating effects. The aerodynamic forces for both the Carrier and the
ascent configuration have been normalized with the Carrier theoretical
wing area and the moments were normalized with the wing area and the
corresponding mean aerodynamic chord. In the figures which present longi-
tu_Tinal moments for the carrier alone, the moment reference point was
positioned at the 66% station on the vehicle centerline. Ascent configu-
ration data are presented for moment reference of 45 and 74.1 percent
for subsonic and hypersonic data respectively. The total planform area
of the Carrier is 26% greater than the theoretical wing area and the mean
aerodynamic chord is 44% of the body length. A control deflection
convention was adopted which defined negative deflection as trailing
edge up. The sketch in Figure 3-25 presents the plan view of the Carrier
wind tunnel configuration and defines the region used for the aerodynamic
reference area. The Carrier model was an intermediate configuration and
did not exactly match the final study configuration; however, the model
lines were sufficiently close to insure that the trends of the test data
are good representations of the vehicle characteristics.
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The summary table, shown on Figure 3-26 lists the range of pertinent test
variables which were obtained at the two Mach number conditions.
Subsonic Aerodynamics - Figures 3-27 through 3-30 present the subsonic
lift, drag, and moment characteristics of the Carrier configuration for
four elevon deflections. The Carrier model wing was constructed with a
NACA 4415 airfoil section, which provided linear normal force variations
up to approximately 14 ° angle of attack. Beyond this point, the test data
obtained with positive elevon deflection exhibited wing stall character-
istics. However, the data with the negative deflections, which are
presently being used for trim, did not show any stall characteristics over
the angle-of-attack range included in the test. These data yield a zero
deflection-zero angle-of-attack normal force value of 0.25 and a normal
force slope of 0.044 per degree. The normal force variation with control
deflection is nonlinear, but for the negative deflections the value tends
to be of the order .023 per degree. This value of elevon effectiveness is
due mainly to the size of the elevons, since the combined plan area of
both panels is approximately 18% of the theoretical wing area. The
pitching moment figure defines the stability characteristics of the
Carrier configuration. As the figure indicates, the vehicle is stable
over the entire trim angle-of-attack range shown, but exhibits undesirable
moment characteristics in the untrimmed region where wing stall occurs.
The configuration has a static margin of approximately 1%, thus a moment
reference point at 67% would cause the vehicle to be neutrally stable at
moderate angles of attack. Although the zero deflection configuration has
a large residual pitching moment (-0.089), the elevon control effective-
ness is sufficient to offset this value and provide for trim up to at
least 24 = angle of attack. The figure which presents the untrimmed Lift-
Drag ratios shows that the maximum L/D is obtained with negative elevon
deflection. The maximum value of L/D is 7.65 and is obtained with a
negative i0 = deflection at 7 ° angle of attack. A cross-plot of the test
data indicates that the maximum obtainable value of L/D is 7.72; however,
this is an ideal value, since the vehicle would have to trim in an
unstable condition to utilize the angle of attack and control deflection
necessary to obtain this maximum. The subsonic trim figure shows that the
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maximum trim L/D is 7.4, which occurs at 7.5 ° angle of attack with a
negative 13.4 ° elevon deflection. The vehicle has a sufficient amount of
trim control authority, since one degree of control deflection can incre-
ment the trim angle of attack by 5.5 ° . The trim characteristics were
obtained by working directly with the test data, and at present no aorrec-
tions have been made to account for full-scale effects.
Subsonic Confisuration Sensitivities - During the exploratory wind tunnel
tests, several Carrier wing geometry variations were introduced into the
run schedule. These included a wing-tail as well as the clipped delta
configurations. The baseline configuration is a clipped delta utilizing a
15% thick, low wing, without a leading edge fairing. The wing geometry
variations for the clipped delta included a change in the vertical location,
a qhange in the wing thickness, and the addition of a leading edge root
fairing.
Wing-Tail Configuration - In order to obtain greater insight regarding the
optimum carrier configuration, it was decided to analyze: (i) a tailless
clipped delta, because of its small center of pressure travel with Mach
number and (2) a wing tail because of its better subsonic L/D. The
following constraints were placed on the carrier design: (i) both
vehicles would have similar body shape and length; (2) the combined
theoretical planform areas of the wing and tail would not exceed the
theoretical clipped delta planform area.
Initial subsonic and hypersonic stability estimates of the wing-tail
shape indicated a large longitudinal instability for the straight wing
corresponding to a c.g. located 66 percent of the body length aft of the
nose, requiring both wing sweep and an increase in tail size to produce a
statically stable vehicle. The required rearward wing location and the
large amount of sweep resulted in only a small distance between the wing
trailing edge and the tail leading edge such that for all practical pur-
poses the wing-tail had evolved to a delta. The clipped delta was thus
selected as the baseline carrier configuration for the midterm presenta-
tion. It was decided, however, to obtain wind tunnel data for both
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configurations to verify the analytical results. Static longitudinal
aerodynamic characteristics obtained at Math 0.3 at a Reynolds number
of 11.4 million in the LRC Low Turbulence Pressure Tunnel are shown in
Figures 3-31, 3--32 and 3-33. These results indicate neutral longitudinal
stability for lift coefficients (C L) between -0.'2 and +0.2 and instabil-
ity for CL 0.2. It is estimated that a rearward shift of two percent
of the wing coupled with a 20% increase in tail area will produce a stabil-
ity margin (dCm/dC L) of approximately -1.5 percent. Referring to the
wind tunnel model drawing, shown in Figure 3-34, it is seen that incorpor-
ating these changes would result in a configuration approaching that of
the clipped delta which essentially verifies the earlier conclusions.
2) Clipped Delta Wing Location - Figures 3-35 and 3-36 show the effect of
wing vertical location on the aerodynamic force and moment characteristics.
For the high wing configuration there is no change in the lift curve slope,
but the zero angle lift value changes from 0.25 to 0.22. There was a
si_lilar percentage reduction in the drag data, which resulted in no change
in the maximum L/D. The moment data shows that zero angle moment is less
negative and the slope of the moment curve indicates that the high wing
shape is slightly less stable, at least at the low angles of attack.
3) Clipped Delta Wing Thickness - Figures 3-37 and 3-38 present the lift and
moment increments caused by a 9% thick wing installation. For this config-
uration also, there is no change in the lift curve slope but the zero angle
lift value decreased to 0.19. The zero angle drag change for this config-
uration was from .037 to .032, which with the reduced induced drag resulted
in an increase in L/D from 7.4 to 7.8. The zero angle moment value is
less negative, but the slope of the curve shows that this configuration is
more stable.
4) Clipped Delta Root Fairin_ - Figures 3-39 and 3-40 show effects of the
addition of a leading edge root fairing. The lift curve slope and the
zero angle lift were unchanged. However, there was a 3% increase in
vehicle drag which caused a corresponding decrease in maximum L/D;
i.e. from 7.4 to 7.2.
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The zero moment value is essentially the same as the fairing off configu-
ration but the slope change indicates that this configuration is less stable.
In summary, the clipped delta showed much better stability characteristics
than the wing-tail configuration and the limited test data for the clipped delta
indicate relative insensitivity of stability to the configuration variables wh_c!_
were tested. A maximum change of 5 percent improvement in L/D max was noted for
the thin wing (9 percent) compared with the baseline configuration (15 percent).
o Hypersonic Aerodynamics - Figures 3-41 through 3-44 shows the hypersonic
data for the Carrier configuration tested in Langley Research Center
Continuous Flow Hypersonic Tunnel. Two configurations were tested at Mach
number 10.4; i.e., the vehicle with the elevons at zero deflection angle,
and the vehicle with the elevon control surfaces removed. A hypersonic
estimate for the vehicle with zero control deflection has been super-
imposed on the test data for comparison purposes. The estimate was
generated at the testing facility with the Hypersonic Arbitrary Body
program, utilizing standard Newtonian theory (maximum pressure coefficient
of 2.0) on the windward surfaces and Prandtl-Meyer expansion techniques on
the leeward surfaces. Examination of the lift data indicates that the
zero angle of attack lift value is -0.011 and slope of the lift curve is
0.010 per degree. The hypersonic estimate yields a value of -0.010 for
the zero angle value and predicts a lift curve slope of approximately
0.008 per degree. The drag curve shows that the zero angle-of-attack
drag data is 0.066, while the estimate predicts a value of 0.069. The
figure which presents the zero elevon Lift-Drag ratio indicates that the
maximum value of L/D is 1.6 at 18 ° angle of attack. The estimated L/D
shows favorable agreement at all but the lowest angles of attack and
predicts a maximum value of 1.62. The moment curve shows that the Carrier
will trim at 20 ° angle of attack, for the chosen moment reference point.
The data indicates that the zero angle-of-attack pitching moment
coefficient is 0.0071, while the estimated curve predicts a value of
0.0068. The force curves and the moment curve show that hypersonic
estimates agree well at the low angles of attack but tend to under
predict the values at the higher angles. The pitching moment is the most
sensitive coefficient, and therefore shows the largest percentage varia-
tion between the test data and the estimates. While the data shows the
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trim point at 20 ° angle of attack, the estimate indicates that trim
will occur at 32 °. The difference in trim angle of attack represents
:l 2',_i dil Icrem:e in center of pressure location.
Ore, cxplm_:_/ ion I,_r this difference is the fact that the Carrier vehicle
i_; not imm_r._,'d in ;i i)_r, • NL'wtoni;m Flowfiel(1. Thermographic test results at the
,_lacl_ lO..,, l'," ,_uFI,, el :_ttack conditi(m, show that regions of the Carrier wing
arc :q,bjc,'tcd l,, in,'lc_s,,,I lw_Cing rates. These regions are the results of shock
wave intevaction, l:ifurc t-4q ,'allow,'; a sket-ch of an estimated shock pattern which
was used to explain the di:_placement of the thcrmographic test material. The
presence ot suc}_ :_ :d_ocl¢ p:_ttcrn would preclude the existence of a Newtonian
flowfield and ac,'ount lot the fact that ttle data was higher than the estimates
in this angle-or-attack range.
The wind tunnel model used to obtain low angle of attack aerodynamic char-
acteristics of the Clipped Delta, was a 16 inch model, without wing filets and
with a - 30 incidence lower wing. A i0 inch version of the same model was used
to obtain higher angle of attack data. These models were tested at Mach 10.4 in
the Langley Research Center Continuous Flow Hypersonic Tunnel.
The experimental hypersonic longitudinal stability and control character-
istics of the Clipped Delta Carrier are presented in Figures 3-45 through 3-48.
Since the high angle of attack data were acquired toward the end of the study
time did not allow for complete analysis, nor change in the reference area and
length. The reference area and vehicle length applicable to the previous data
(Figures 3-36 through 3-39) are total vehicle projected planform area and overall
vehicle length. The aerodynamic characteristics are "primed" to indicate this
fact. To base lift and drag coefficients on wing theoretical area, a factor of
1.258 should be employed. Similarly if the pitching moment coeffficient is to be
based on wing theoretical area and mean aerodynamic chord, the factor to be
employed is 2.86.
A review of these data indicate that a maximum trimmed lift-to-drag ratio of
1.60 (16" model) is attainable without any control deflection. Furthermore, a
control deflection of - i0 ° does not noticeably affect L/D levels. The vehicle
is stable and trimmable at angles of attack above 20 ° . The discontinuity in
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the data above 28 ° angle of attack is the result of sting installation from base
mount to lee mount and is a result of flow interaction with the sting• This
phenomenon has been observed before and is not a vehicle peculiar characteristic.
o Tri-Sonic Aerodynamics - In addition to the Carrier test data and the
Hypersonic Arbitrary Body estimates, a series of untrimmed estimated
values were included to provide an idea of the effect of Mach number
variation on the aerodynamic characteristics of the vehicle. These
estimates appear in Figures 3-50 through 3-60. The majority of these
estimated characteristics were generated with hand calculations which
were based on published test data for similar type aircraft configurations.
On several of the figures, Carrier test data was incorporated at the
appropriate Mach number. These calculations were based on the methods
outlined in References 2 and 3 supported by the test data presented in
References 4 through 7. In addition, LRC unpublished subsonic test data
were used to substantiate the estimates for the Clipped Delta configuration.
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b) Carrier Entry Trajectory Analysis - The concept of reusability requires
that the carrier be recovered at a remote site or fly back to the
original launch site. As noted in the design evolution studies in
Volume I, the payload geometry effectively sizes the Orbiter length
(107 ft) and consequently the boost AV distribution between the two
stages. In the earlier version of the orbiter, non integral boost pro-
pellant tanks were employed and the total AV which could be uncorporated
in the orbiter was considerably less than what was later found possible
if integral propellant tanks were employed. With the non-integral
orbiter tanks, first stage separation occurs at high velocity and at a
significant distance from the launch site. For this case carrier landing
at a remote site appeared attractive. However, by going to the integral
tank concept for the orbiter, a relatively lower staging velocity was
achieved and the requirements for returning the carrier to the original
launch site became much less severe. Re-entry trajectories permitting
carrier return to the launch site were therefore further analyzed.
The objectives of the carrier reentry trajectory shaping were to minimize the
down range flight within thermostructural constraints, thus minimizing the weight
penalty resulting from thermo protection subsystem design and the cruiseback fuel
requirements.
The principal variables in this study were separation conditions (velocity,
altitude, and flight path angle), angle of attack, bank angle, and area loading.
Two approaches were available for solution of this problem, systematic parametric
studies or optimization techniques employing the calculus of variations or steepest
descent. The latter had the advantage of yielding the true optimum but the dis-
advantages of providing less insight to the problem as well as requiring a longer
development period. Consequently, the parametric approach was chosen. The results
of these studies are discussed in the subsequent paragraphs.
High Angle of Attack - The initial parametric study addressed the feasibility
of pullout without violation of the temperature constraint. Primary variables
were separation velocity and angle of attack. The effects of separation velocity
on pullout environment were studied by selecting separation conditions from
representative launch trajectories. Velocities ranged from 7,253 to 16,518 ft/sec
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with corresponding flight-path angles from 15.0 to 2.9 degrees and altitudes from
215,381 to 347,667 feet. From each separation condition, three trajectories were
calculated. Each had a normal load factor limit of 3 g's but with angle of attack
limits of 30, 40, and 50 degrees. Each trajectory was flown in an unbanked
attitude to a horizontal flight path and terminated at that point because the
critical environment had been encountered. For the 50 degree angle of attack
cases, the resulting pullout dynamic pressure was about 200 ibs/ft 2 except near
separation velocities of 9,000 ft/sec where it was over 300 Ibs/ft 2. It should be
noted that the dynamic pressures mentioned above are significantly higher than the
final mission trajectory values because the reference launch trajectories went to
a 66 x i00 na. mi. orbit instead of the current 45 x i00. The lower angle of
attack limits yielded proportionately higher dynamic pressures. At pullout, the
load factor constraint kept angles of attack below their limiting values. Thermo-
dynamic analyses indicated the higher angle of attack limits and slower speeds
yielded lower peak temperatures. Thus, it was concluded that high angle of attack
pullout maneuvers could be performed without violating temperature or load factor
constraints.
Bank An$1e - Bank angle was introduced into the reentry maneuver con_nands to
reduce downrange distance and simultaneously turn the carrier back toward the
launch site. Unlike the thermal environment criterion which was a yes or no situa-
tion, the problem of range reduction was one of degree. Primary variables for this
study were initial conditions of velocity, altitude, and flight-path angle and
were the same conditions as used in the previously discussed study.
The angle of attack limit was 50 degrees and the carrier was banked to 45
degrees after pullout. The trajectories were flown to a speed of i000 ft/sec which
for all practical purposes expended the unpowered range making capability. Also,
at such low speeds, heading angle is readily changed and it was assumed that the
vehicle was pointed back towards the launch site at initiation of the cruise. The
following table gives the resulting range from the launch site as a function of the
separation velocity for the 45 degree banked trajectories.
Velocity 7,253 9,142 13,013 16,518 ft/sec
Range 320 510 880 1,520 na. mi.
Because other variables were not optimized, these ranges were excessively high.
They did, however, indicate the velocity-range relationship.
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The study of the effects of bank angle was expanded. The objective was to
determine the sensitivity of cruiseback range to bank angle for different angles of
attack. Three angles of attack were considered (30, 40 and 50 degrees) and two
bank angles were considered in this parametric. However, only one set of initial
conditions were considered; i.e., 13,013 ft/sec, 284,443 feet and 6 degrees
flight-path angle.
From these separation conditions the flight commands specified a 3g pullout
maneuver with angle of attack limits of 30, 40, and 50 degrees. Each trajectory
was flown initially in an unbanked attitude to a level flight condition and then
banked to the respective angle, i.e., 45 or 60 degrees. During the lateral
maneuver segment, bank angle was programmed to a constant value and angle of attack
was selected to minimize altitude oscillations.
The range sensitivity to angle of attack was between 3 and 3.5 na. mi. per
degree whereas the sensitivity to bank angle was of the order of 9 na. mi. per
degree and these sensitivities are independent. Thus, maximum range reductions
are achieved with combinations of high angle of attack and high bank angles.
The high drag attendant with high angle of attack maneuvers resulted in
significant deceleration at high altitude such that the altitude-velocity profile
of these trajectories did not violate the temperature boundary. At a given velocity
the altitude margin between the curves was a measure of the additional manuever-
ability available because increased bank angle reduces the vertical lift component
and subsequently the flight altitude.
Inverted Flight Segment - Parallel studies of the ascent phase trajectory
shaping resulted in the recommendation for lower altitude orbit insertion. For
the previously discussed carrier reentry studies, initial conditions corresponded
to trajectories shaped for insertion into a 66 x i00 na. mi. orbit. The revised
insertion conditions were for 45 x i00 na. mi. orbits. The reshaped ascent-phase
trajectories resulted in lower separation altitude and shallower flight-path angle.
These effects enhanced the reduction of downrange travel after separation. The
lower altitude produced a higher-dynamic pressure environment which resulted in
additional deceleration. The shallower flight-path angle reduced apogee altitude.
Additional reduction in apogee altitude was achieved by flying inverted at
high angle of attack beyond apogee to a predetermined negative flight-path angle
followed by roll out to a wings level attitude for the pullout.
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The following variables were considered:
i) Initial conditions
2) The negative flight-path angle beyond apogee when inverted flight was
terminated.
3) The bank angle after pullout.
Angle of attack was programmed to 50 degrees throughout the reentry maneuver.
Inverted flight was to -i, -3, and -5 degrees. Bank angles after pullout were 60,
70 and 80 degrees. Separation velocities considered were 8,171, 9,997, 11,856 and
13,719 ft/sec. The results from this study were:
i) Range reductions on the order of i0 to 20 na. mi. for flying inverted
to -3 degrees rather than to -I degree is possible, but angles of
-5 degrees give additional improvements of no more than 3 na. mi.
2) Range reductions of i0 to 30 na. mi. for increasing bank angle from 60
to 70 degrees were possible (except for the lowest separation speed
case).
3) Increasing bank angle to 80 degrees further reduced the range, but there
is a "drop off" point near 80 degrees where the vehicle sink rate is too
high and the dynamic pressure peak increases by a factor of i0.
It was concluded that inverted flight to a -3 degree flight path angle was
advantageous, and a bank angle of approximately 70 degrees was nearly optimum for
the problem formulated and the constraints imposed.
Nominal Missions - The flight profile derived from the parametric studies
culminated in definition of the final nominal mission trajectory definition.
Initial conditions correspond to the nominal ascent trajectory presented in
Section 3.1.1. The altitude-range profile and ground track are shown in
Figure 3-61 and shows a cruiseback range of 357 na. mi. Time histories of signifi-
cant trajectory parameters are presented in Figures 3-62 and 3-63. Of special note
are the moderate dynamic pressure and load factor.
Summary - Systematic investigation of significant variables resulted in a
flight profile which minimized return range within specified heating and load
constraints. Cruiseback to the launch site can be incorporated into the design of
a two-stage fully reusable space transportation system.
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c) Carrier Entry Heating Analysis - Maximum temperatures experienced by the
Carrier _uring a nominal launch and reentry for an impulsive velocity of 14,500
ft/sec (actual AV is 9170 ft/sec) are shown in Figure 3-64.
These temperatures are for laminar flow and, except for the leading edge
of the dorsal fin, are based on heat transfer test da[a obtained from NASA-LRC.
Experimental heat transfer tests were conducted on both high and low wing clipped
delta configurations at a Mach number of 10.4 and a Reynolds number of 0.5 x 106
based on model length. The model was coated with a phase change material and local
heating rates were determined by interpretation of photographic data. Lines of
constant heating rates as interpreted from the photographic data are shown in
Figures 3-65 and 3-00, Values shown are ratios of local heating rates to a
calculated stagnation point heating rate on a hemisphere having a diameter equal to
the vertical thickness of the model. The dorsal fin is shielded at an angle
of attack of 50 ° during reentry. Consequently, temperatures for the dorsal fin
leading edge were determined from swept cylinder theory for ascent flight con-
ditions at an angle of attack of zero degrees. Although the leading edge radius
decreases with distance from the base of the dor_i fin, estimatea temperatures
near the base are higPer because of allowance for _ow shock wave impingement.
As shown in Figure 3-66, temperatures for laminar flow along the bottom sur-
face are in the range of 800 to 900°F. However, peak heating during reentry occurs
at relatively low altitudes (less than 160,000 ft.) and the flow will be
turbulent based on the criterion of onset at a local Reynolds number of 106 and
fully developed turbulent flow at 2.0 x 106 .
In order to investigate the influence of turbulent flow on maximum tempera-
tures in the absence of test data, blunt modified Newtonian flow was assumed to
define local flow properties. It was also assumed that streamline divergence or
outflow has little influence on turbulent heating rated and equilibrium tempera-
tures. Based on these assumptions, the variations of local Reynolds number and
turbulent temperatures for a wetted length of 50 feet on the lower surface center-
line are illustrated for Carrier reentry flight conditions in Figure 3-67. Con-
sequently, assuming that transition occurs at a local Reynolds number of 1.0 x 106
and that fully-developed turbulent flow exists at a Reynolds number twice the
value at transition onset, it is seen that maximum temperatures along the bottom
surface would be II50°F which is 350 degrees higher than the maximum laminar tem-
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peratures of approximately 800°F shown on Figure 3-66. With onset and fully devel-
oped turbulent flow occurring at 0.5 x 106 and 106 , respectively, maximum tempera-
tures would be approximately the same.
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3.3.2 Orbiter Entry Performance - The entry performance analyses for tile orbiter
are presented in this section. The aerodynamic performance is discussed first
followed by the trajectory and heating analyses.
a) Orbiter Entry Aerodynamic Analysis - Orbiter models of various sizes have
been tested in various facilities, accumulating almost i0,000 hours of
wind tunnel testing in about seven and a half years of research and develop-
ment. Models as small as 4.5 inches and as large as 28 feet have been
tested up and down the Mach number range, and in more recent years, flight
test results from this configuration have veen obtained through the tran-
sonic Mach number range. A large portion of these test results have been
published in some 30 classified documents by the NASA. These results
have been used in the various facets of this study. However, all of the
data could not be used directly. There were areas where it was found
necessary to revise the published information. For example, the trimmed
test data was presented with a moment reference point at the 53% station
on the vehicle. But as the orbiter design began to "take shape" it
was apparent that the center of gravity of the vehicle would be at the
54% station, over a large portion of the flight envelope. Thus, it
becomes necessary to reexamine the orbiter trim characteristics to
determine the effects of trimming with a farther aft center of gravity.
This investigation indicated that the vehicle trim characteristics
changed only slightly. Furthermore, the vehicle directional stability
still remained adequate.
Since the transonic region is the most critical area for the directional
stability of the orbiter configuration, it was felt that the aft center of gravity
location may cause the vehicle to become unstable at these flight conditions.
However, examination of the data transferred to the new moment reference point
indicated that the vehicle would remain stable at least up to 28 ° angle of attack.
b) Orbiter Entry Trajectory Analysis - Entry trajectory shaping was
examined parametrically to provide an insight into the interaction of
the available control variables with the competing performance require-
ments. Parametrics were employed in pullout, equilibrium glide, and the
transition from equilibrium glide to subsonic flight. The following
table summarizes variables investigated:
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Phase Variables
Pullout Angle of Attach
Load Factor
Reentry Angle
Reentry Velocity
Weight
Glide Angle of Attack
Bank Angle
Transition Pushover Speed
Fall Distance
Bank Angle
Load Factor
In addition to parametric studies, two specific reentry trajectories were cal-
culated. The baseline reentry was flown to reach 390 nautical miles of cross range
while keeping total flying time as small as possible. 'Fh_. 390 nautical miles
guarantees return capability once each 24 hour period. A twice per day return
trajectory which allowed reentry time to vary while peak index temperature was
held constant at 2200°F, was also analyzed. These trajectories were derived
primarily for purpose of thermal protection system evaluation which is discussed
in part C of this section and section 4.2 of Volume I.
Pullout - The pullout maneuver is executed during that portion of flight
between reentry (400,000 feet) and the point in the traje_tory when the flight-
path angle is approximately zero, e.g., -0.12 degrees. One of the primary
objectives of the pullout maneuver is to minimize the peak temperature which
generally occurs at the pullout point. Since for a given set of reentry condi-
tions the pullout velocity is nearly independent of the maneuver and since
temperature decreases with increasing altitude and increases with increasing angle
of attack, the objective is to pull out at high altitude and low angle of attack.
These two conditions oppose each other since a decrease in angle of attack decreases
the lift and lowers pullout altitude. Therefore, a trade-off between pullout angle
of attack and pullout altitude was in order. One way to make this trade-off was
to fly at maximum angle of attack until a specified load factor was reached and
then maintain that lo_d factor to the pullout point. A better method was to fly
at high angle of attack to some parametrically determined temperature and then
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modulate to maintain a load factor that gives the same temperature at pullout.
Both of these methods have been tried with some success. However, imp covement
over constant angle of attack pullouts was small. This, together with the fact
that equally high temperatures occurred on the equilibrium glide path prompted
the selection of unbanked, constant angle of attack pullouts.
The effect of reentry conditions on the pullout point was studied by para-
metrically varying reentry velocity, flight path angle, and weight. The following
table summarizes the sensitivities of pullout parameters to reentry parameters.
Pullout Variable_ P
Velocity
Reentry Variable_ r
velocity
dp/dr
1.35 ft/sec
ft/sec
ft
Altitude velocity 25
ft/sec
Velocity flight path angle 450 ft/sec
degree
Altitude flight path angle 27,000 ft
degree
wing loading (w/s)Velocity 1.7 ft/sec
ib/ft 2
ft
Altitude wing loading (w/s) -500
ib/ft 2
Note that .2 degrees of flight-path angle or 200 ft/sec of velocity is
equivalent to i0 ib/ft 2 in wing loading as far as pullout altitude is concerned.
Also, wing loading and reentry angle have quite small effects on pullout velocity.
The significantly greater than one-for-one return on velocity is also noteworthy.
Equilibrium Glide - Equilibrium glide is defined as that portion of the
reentry from the pullout point to a velocity of about 4000 ft/sec where a pitch
over maneuver is initiated.
For a given vehicle and a specified pullout, two variables, angle of attack
and bank angle determine the equilibrium glide. This in turn affects down range,
cross range, heating time, peak temperature, peak load factor, etc. Therefore,
considerable analysis was done to select these two control variables.
Equilibrium glide exists when weight is balanced by the sum of vertical lift
and centrifugal relief. Consequently for a given bank angle and velocity the
angle of attack determines the altitude and hence the temperature. With angle of
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attack chosen to yield either a large cross range or a short time, bank angle
was selected to satisfy constraints in load factor, temperature, and dynamic
pressure. Within the limits of these constraints bank angle was the important
variable in maximizing cross range or minimizing time.
The classic method of flying glides is to maintain constant altitude after
pullout until a predetermined bank angle is reached and then continue at that bank
angle. This is a very good method because it gives large cross ranges at
moderate peak temperatures and reasonable flight times. It can, however, be im-
proved on in several ways depending on the mission requirements.
For example, it was found that cross range could be increased without a
peak temperature penalty by a special means of bank angle modulation. If on a
plot of altitude vs velocity, one draws a temperature boundary and a constant
bank angle glide track they are tangent at about 20,000 ft/sec. This means at
all other velocities there is a bank angle maneuvering margin. High bank angles
above 20,000 ft/sec have been found significant in increasing cross range. The
constrained maximum cross range trajectory discussed below demonstrates this by
providing 586 nautical miles of cross range with the same peak temperature
attained by unbanked flight.
Transition - Transition is that porttion of flight between the end of glide
and the beginning of the subsonic approach and landing. The transition maneuver
was executed by performing a zero-lift descent to an altitude, h, followed by
a constant load factor, nN, through pullup. Initial velocity, h, and n N were
parametrically adjusted. The "high key" conditions necessary for approach were
not quite met as a result of this first parametric. All trajectories flown in
this manner were too fast at the desired altitude. To correct this, a bank angle
during the pullup was used. The resultant trajectory is described below as the
end of the baseline reentry.
Baseline (Once/Day Return) Reentry - The baseline reentry is defined as having
the minimum possible time subject to a 2200°F temperature constraint aft of the
12.5% reference point, a 3g normal load factor constraint, and a 390 nautical
mile cross range constraint which insures once/day return capability. This
trajectory was derived for purposes of evaluating the b_seline thermal protection
concept which uses TDN.C . (See section 4.2 of Volume I). It was executed asir
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follows: At reentry the vehicle was rolled to 65.8 degrees and pitched to 50
degrees. This attitude was held to a velocity of 24,000 ft/sec where the peak
temperature was reached. From there bank angle was modulated to minimize the
lift-to-drag ratio while not violating the constraints on temperature and load
factor. Between velocities of i0,000 and 6,000 ft/sec the bank angle was reduced
to zero in order to stretch out the range and satisfy the 390 nautical miles cross
range constraint. The transition to subsonic flight was performed by a ballistic
descent beginning at 4,000 ft/sec and ending at an altitude of about 50,000 ft.
Below 50,000 ft a 3g pullup with a 50 degree bank angle was executed to satisfy
the "high key" conditions.
Figure 3-68 presents altitude, down range, and cross range for this tra-
jectory. Significant time histories are given in Figures 3-69 through 3-71. The
altitude velocity profile is compared to the twice/day return reentry in Figure 3-72.
Twice/Day Return Reentry - This trajectory also satisfies the 2200 ° and 3g
maximum temperature and normal load factor constraints while providing 586 miles
of cross range which insures a twice/day return capability. This trajectory has
been calculated and was executed as follows: At reentry the vehicle was pitched to
30 degrees angle of attack and flown unbanked to pullout. Bank angle modulation
was begun by rolling 89.6 degrees. Then while modulating angle of attack between
26 and 28 degrees to damp oscillations, bank angle was gradually reduced until it
was zero at 20,200 ft/sec. The velocity was chosen as being critical in that
it produced the peak temperature for unbanked flight. Below 20,200 ft/sec the
maneuvering margin increased and the bank angle was gradually increased to 77
degrees at 11,905 ft/sec. By this point the heading angle had been changed
28 degrees which made it advantageous to begin increasing vertical lift-to-drag
ratio (L/D) so that range could be stretched out. This was done at the expense
of increased heading change by slowly reducing bank angle to zero at 8000 ft/sec.
From 8000 to 3900 ft/sec straight ahead flight at near (L/D) maximum was performed.
The transition to subsonic flight was then begun with a ballistic fall to 45,000
ft. To pull up and reach high key conditions the vehicle was then banked 50
degrees while angle of attack was modulated to produce a normal load factor of
2.7 g's. Figure 3-73 presents altitude, down range and cross range for this
trajectory. Significant time histories are given in Figures 3-74 through 3-76.
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c) Orbiter Entry Heating Analysis - This section presents the Orbiter entry
heating analysis, the methods used to compute entry heating, and the
effects of turbulent heating on the Orbiter. Thermal protection require-
merits for Orbiter entry are presented in Volume I, Section 4.2.
o Aerodynamic Laminar Heating Methods-Orbiter - Local laminar heating rates
for the Orbiter were obtained utilizing the NASA-LRC heat transfer test
data of Reference (8). This heat transfer test data is presented in the
ratios of local to stagnation point heat transfer coefficients ratios. It
(qSURFACE/qSTA_(hsuRFACE/hSTAG)was assumed that = . Local heating rates
on the Orbiter during flight were obtained by multiplying _SURF
(hs---_AG)TEST
by the Fay and Riddell stagnation point heating rate on a hemisphere having
a radius equal to the Orbiter nose radius (62 inches). Local radiation
equilibrium temperatures were computed from TSURF =(_SUROI/4. A surface
emittance of 0.85 was used to compute the radiation equilibrium tempera-
tures. All temperatures presented are computed values and do not include
an uncertainty factor.
The methods used to predict turbulent heating on the Orbiter are presented
in the following section.
o Orbiter Entry Heating - Reentry heat pulses for the Orbiter are shown in
Figure 3-77. Heat pulses are shown for the nominal once/day, minimum
time (2600°F), twice/day and NASA-LRC (CL)MA X reentries.
The twice/day reentry incurs the largest stagnation point total heat load
(46,200 BTU/ft 2) and the minimum time (2600°F) reentry incurs the smallest
(13,200 BTU/ft2). The minimum time (2600°F) reentry has the highest stagnation
point heating rate (59 BTU/ft 2 sec) and the NASA-LRC (CL)MA X reentry the lowest
(29 BTU/ft 2 sec).
Reentry temperatures on the Orbiter lower surface centerline at 25% of
vehicle length are shown in Figure 3_8 for the four reentries. Peak temperatures
during reentry are 2325°F for the minimum time (2600°F), 2100°F for the nominal
once/day, 1725°F for the twice/day, and 18100F for the NASA-LRC (CL)MA X.
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Maximum laminar radiation equilibrium Orbiter surface temperatures during
reentry are shown in Figures 3-79 through 3-82 for the four reentries at four
body stations.
Figure 3-79 shows that maximum surface temperatures for the nominal once/day
reentry range from 680°F on the upper surface to 2200°F on the lower surface.
Maximum surface temperatures for the minimum time (2600°F) reentry, Figure 3-80,
range from 780°F on the upper surface to 2600°F on the lower surface while, maxi-
mum surface temperatures for the twice/day reentry, Figure 3-82, range from 700°F
on the upper surface to 2200°F o:i the lower surfsce. Maximum surface temperatures
for the NASA-LRC (CL)_DIX reentry, Figure 3-82, range from 550°F on the upper sur-
face to 2110°F on the lower surface.
An Orbiter reentry [:eating comparison summary for tl:e four reentries is pre-
sented in Figure 3-83. The figure shows the maximum sta_,_nation point heating rate
on a hemisphere having a radius equal to the orbiter nose radius (62 inches), the
total stagnation point heat load, [:eating time and th_ range of the maximum surface
temperatures. Maximum surface temperatures are approximately the same, except
for the minimum time (26000F) reentry. When time become:_ an important factor,
reentry can be accomplished with the associat_:d ._:i_h _e::perature penalty.
Turbulent Heating Effect_ on Orbiter - The use :_f a Reynolds number based on
a local boundary-layer parameter, such as displacement or momentum thickness, is a
method frequently used to estimate the onset of transition to turbulent flow. Such
a parameter tends to correlate data very well. However, these correlations also
tend to diverge (scatter of data increases) with decreasing local Mach number, and
their use for a transition criterion is usually restricted to local Hach numbers
greater than 3 or 4. Consequently, justification for the utilization of this type
correlation for the Orbiter is questionable since the maximum local Mach number on
the aft lower surface is less than 3 for (L/I_)_!AX flight conditions and less than
2 for (CL)_IAX flight conditions.
Utilization of a local boundary layer tL:ickness parameter is also questionable
because of the co:Flex shape of the orbiter and the fact that the correlations
are based on zero pressure-gradient surfaces (flat plates and cones). The lower
s_rface of the orbiter is essentially a convex blunt delta wing. Theoretically,
a transition parameter should be applicable regardless of pressure gradient effects.
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However, computation of the boundary-layer thickness parameter sho,_id also include
this effect. The influence of outflow or spanwise pressure gradient should also
be included for valid application of this transition criterion to the orbiter
lower surface.
Computations of the nature described above are beyond the scope of the present
study and transition was based on a local Reynolds number. The local Reynolds
number on the lower surface centerline was determined by integrating the unit
Reynolds number along the wetted distance to include pressure gradient effects on
local flow properties as suggested in Ref° (9). Fully developed turbulent flow
was assumed to occur at an integral local Reynolds number twice the value at the
onset of transition. Turbulent heating rates were computed by the reference-
enthalpy method using the integrated local Reynolds number. For angles of attack
of interest in this study, this technique resulted in good agreement with the
turbulent heating data of Ref. (9).
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Selection o_ a criterion for transition on the Orblter is somewhat difficult.
From tbe Orbiter data in Ref. (9), only two transition points can be clearly de-
fined• The two points correspond with integrated Reynolds numbers of approxi-
mately 0.5 and 0.7 x 106. Since these values were probably influenced by tunnel
conditions and disturbances, onset of transition for the Orbiter in the present
study was assumed to occur at an integrated Reynolds m_mber of 106 However
transition onset at a value of 0.5 x 106 was also considered as a possibility for
comparative purposes.
Variation of the integrated local Reynolds number with body station for the
entry trajectories considered in this study are illustrated in Figures 3-84 and
3-85. The effects of turbulent heating on temperatures on the lower surface
centerline at 50% vehicle length are shown in Figures 3-8b to 3-89 for the four
reentries. A summary of the effects of turbulent heating for these reentries is
presented in Figure 3-90.
Figure 3-90 shows that for fully developed turbulent flow at Re L = 2 x 106
maximum turbulent temperatures are less than maximum laminar temperatures, except
for the twice/day entry• For the twice/day entry the maximum turbulent tempera-
ture is 215 degrees higher than the maximum laminar temperature. For fully
developed turbulent flow at Re L = 106 maximum turbulent temperatures are higher
than maximum laminar temperatures for all entries except the NASA-LRC (CL)MA X,
The increases in maximum temperatures for this criterion are 300 degrees for the
nominal once/day entry, 470 degrees for the minimum time (2600°F) and 545 degrees
for the twice/day. Fully developed turbulent flow at Re = 106 results in a
L
shingle material change only for the twice/day entry where the increase in maximum
temperature is from 1225°F (Rene'41) to 1770°F (TD-NiCr), since the maximum
temperature limit for Rene'41 is 1600°F.
Figure 3-90 also shows that the effect of turbulent heating on total heat
(QT) ranges from an increase of 4% for the NASA-LRC (CL)_L\X reentry to 43,% for the
twice/day reentry, with fully developed turbulent flow at Re L = 2 x 106 and 1 x 106 ,
respectively. The thermal protection requirements shown in Volume I, Section 4.2
are increased bv only a small amount for fully developed turbulent flow at
Re L = 2 x 106 since thermal protection requirements are more strongly influenced
by heating time than total heat. However, for fully developed turbulent flow at
Re L = 106 a significant increase in thermal protection requirements result, except
for the NASA-LRC (CL)_\ X reentry which has an increase in total heat of only 8%.
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3.4 Approach and Landing - Following reentry, either from orbit (Orbiter) or
staging (Carrier), each vehicle must be able to land horizontally. Tile type of
approach utilized must be tailored to the entry trajectory, vehicle performance
capability (power vs unpowered), landing conditions (VFR vs IFR) and mode of
operation (manual or automatic). A special emphasis study, addressing itself to
these questions was performed and is presented in this section. The details of tn_ _
approach and landing maneuvers are presented for each vehicle. A powered approach
with go-around capability was a groundrule for this study. Various go-around
systems options were investigated together with the payload penalties associated
with each option. The concept of an automatic landing system was also investigated
and digital computer simulations for automatic approaches and landings are presented
for both the Orbiter and Carrier.
3.4.1 Orbiter Approach - The Orbiter does not have an extended cruise capability
but has adequate footprint to reach a high key position from an unpowered glide.
Airbreathing landing assist engines are deployed and started upon reaching the
high key position (30,000 ft. altitude and Mach 0.64). The high key point is
selected to enable an idle power VFR descent. The same high key position is used
for the IFR approach so that an unpowered, dead-stick approach may be made in the
event that the landing assist engines cannot be deployed or started. The idle
power approach is similar in technique to that employed by the X-15, HL-10 and
other unpowered, low L/D vehicles in landings at the Flight Research Center (FRC)
and is initiated at the high key position above the landing site followed by a
spiral descent in which calibrated air speed and bank angle are kept constant.
Following 360 degrees of turn, the vehicle is rolled out onto its final approach
followed by a high energy flare and subsequent landing. Pilots of unpowered low
L/D vehicles prefer this approach over the straight-in approach because they can
maintain continual visual contact with their intended touchdown point and by
utilizing speed brake control and angle-of-attack modulation can manage the poten-
tial and kinetic energy to correct for adverse winds and insure that the runway
is reached. Touchdown accuracies of + 700 feet have been recorded at FRC in recent
HL-IO landings, followed by a roll-out distance of under 7000 feet utilizing
moderate wheel braking. While the orbiter has the demonstrated capability to make
a completely unpowered approach and landing, the final approach may be made on a
shallower glide path (e.g., eight degrees) if desired, utilizing power assist.
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A typical 360 degree high key overhead approach, initiated at 30,000 feet and
Mach 0.64, is shown in Figures 3-91 and 3-92. During the descent the velocity and
bank angle are kept constant at 240 KCAS and 45 degrees respectively until roll-out
for either the downwind leg of the IFR approach or the final approach of the VFR
approach. The VFR approach shown is unpowered, representing the type of approach
that could be made in the event tilat landing assist propulsion is not available.
The IFR approach requires power assist beginning at the turn onto the base leg
(t = 99 seconds) and continuing through the subsequent final descent which is made
on a three degree glide slope at a calibrated airspeed of 200 knots. The downwind
leg of the IFR approach is made at idle power with a glide angle of approximately
15 degrees until an altitude of 8000 feet is reached at which time a 180 degree
turn is made onto the final approach. The final approach is made on a three degree
glide slope initiated at 2000 feet over the outer marker which is 6.3 na mi from
the end of the runway.
Although the approach shown requires 360 degrees of turn, this approach may
be easily modified to a 270 degree approach to allow approaches from directions
perpendicular to the runway. Similarly, the landing direction may be changed by
180 degrees by making the second and the subsequent turns to the right instead of
the left. This maneuver will provide the capability to always land into the wind,
regardless of initial approach direction. The high key point for the 270 degree
approach is superimposed on Figure 3-91 and occurs at an altitude of approximately
23,000 feet over the intended touchdown point.
3.4.2 Landing Options - Four approach and/or go-around options have been con-
sidered in this study. They are: (i) VFR landing assist; (2) IFR powered
approach; (3) 360 degree turn at 2000 feet altitude; (4) wave-off. These options
may be utilized individually or in combination as indicated in Figure 3-93 which
also presents the resulting incremental changes in payload capability. The
simplest option, VFR landing assist, does not provide for go-around but merely
provides intermittent glide slope control capability to reduce the possibility of
a go-around. The second option, powered approach, provides adequate fuel to make
an iFR approach. The third option provides a 360 degree turn capability at an
altitude of 2000 feet and could be used to acquire a corrected approach pattern.
The last option, wave-off, considers a climb-out from a_ altitude of 50 feet after
wave-off with subsequent go-around and reacquisition of the outer marker. This
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last option represents tile selected baseline. Changes in payload capability (from
the baseline) resulting from alternate options vary from minus 3500 ibs. to plus
16,800 ibs.
Go-around Pattern - The Orbiter go-around pattern _eometry and corresponding
sequence of events are shown in Figure 3-94. The go-around engines were sized to
produce level flight (i.e., thrust = drag) at 2000 feet altitude on a standard day
with one engine out (ae Vol. I, Book 2, Section 3.4.2). The go-around pattern
was computed assuming four engine operation, thus thrust = (4/3) (drag) and tile
excess power provides a rate of climb capability which is given by the
exp re ss ion
dh V 4 r 1 -_ ft
- - - --i"
dt (L/D) 3 i cos _ I sec '
where: V = velocity, ft/sec
L/D = lift-drag ratio
= bank angle, degrees.
Thus, the maximum sea level rate of climb corresponding to Mach = 0.34 and a lift-
drag ratio of 4.3 is 29.1 feet per second or 1747 feet per minute. The rate of
climb and altitude time histories during the go-around pattern are shown in
Figure 3-95. Following a wave-off, which is shown occurring immediately over the
end of a i0,000 foot runway, climb-out is made with gear up and at the maximum
power setting until directly over the end of the runway. A 20 degree banked, co-
ordinated, climbing turn to the left is then made until the 2000 foot pattern
altitude is reached. The turn is continued at constant altitude until the down-
wind leg is reached. Approximately 7 na mi beyond the end of the runway, a
continuous 180 degree turn is made onto the final approach, at which time the
landing gear is lowered and the vehicle decelerated so that it intercepts a three
degree glide slope over the outer marker which is 6.3 na mi from the end of the
runway. The final descent is made o11 this glide slope until touchdown.
The time histories of thrust and fuel expended during the Orbiter go-around
are presented in Figure 3-96, showing that 7300 ibs. of fuel are required for
this maneuver. An additional 2000 ibs of fuel are required for the IFR approach
(see Figure 3-92). Thus, together with the go-around requirement, a total fuel
weight of 9300 ibs. is required in order to make an IFR apploach and go-around.
These computations are based upon a vehicle weight of 199,160 ibs. and a specific
fuel consumption of 1.15 Ibs. of propellant per lb. of thrust per hour.
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3.4.3 Orbiter Landing - The landing sequence consists of final approach and
touchdown. These considerations are discussed in this order.
Final Approach - The final approach is made with a high excess velocity
(e.g., 70 knots), executing a high altitude flare, followed by the float to touch-
down. For a given flare load factor, the flare initiation altitude is directly
proportional to the excess velocity which is the difference between the approach
and touchdown velocities. Figure 3-97 shows a typical "high energy" approach and
landing corresponding to an approach velocity of 240 knots and a maximum lift-drag
ratio (with landing gear down) of 3.7. Following roll-out from the spiral
descent (2000 foot altitude), the Orbiter is trimmed so that its flight path is
aligned to intersect a point which is 0.6 na mi from the intended touchdown point.
Upon reaching an altitude of 575 feet, the landing gearis lowered and a constant
1.5g normal load factor flare is executed until a flight path angle of -3 degrees
is attained. The seubsequent descent (float) is made on a 3 degree glide slope
which is matained until touchdown by angle of attack modulation.
Touchdown - The Orbiter landing speed variations with angle of attack are
shown in Figure 3-98 for a wing loading of 47.7 lbs/ft 2 at sea level with and
without ground effect. At a design touchdown angle of attack of 23 degrees the
estimated ground effect increases the lift curve slope by eight percent, resulting
in a touchdown speed of 168 knots. The above wing loading is based upon the entry
weight (195,765 lbs.). Following an IFR go-around, the reduced wing loading
(45.3 lbs/ft 2) will result in a touchdown speed of 164 knots.
3.4.4 Carrier Approach - Carrier cruiseback altitude is 10,000 feet at Mach 0.3.
The carrier approach is initiated 17.4 na mi from the runway and a straight-in
idle power descent is made along an eight degree glide slope, maintaining a con-
stant calibrated airspeed of 175 kts. This path will intersect 2000 foot altitude
over the outer marker, located 6.3 na mi from the runway. The final (IFR) approach
is made on a 3 degree glide slope at a calibrated airspeed of 160 knots. The
approach trajectory is shown on Figure 3-99.
A VFR approach is made in essentially the same manner with the exception that
the final approach may be initiated somewhat closer to the runway and the approach
descent made at a higher rate of sink.
Adequate fuel is provided to enable the Carrier to overfly the landing site
and make an IFR final approach from the opposite direction.
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3.4.5 (:arrier (;o-Around - 'fhe same philosophy that was used to select the baseline
Orbiter go-around system applies to the Carrier, i.e., the baseline Carrier go-
around system has the capability to cllmb-out to a pattern altitude of 2000 feet
following a wave-off at 50 feet altitude, and make an IFR approach from an outer
marker located 6.3 na mi from the eml of the runway.
The go-around pattern geometry and corresponding sequence of events are
shown in Figure 3-100. The rate of climb and altitude time histories are presented
in Figure 3-10]. Figure 3-102 presents the time histories of thrust and fuel ex-
pended during the Carrier go-around. Based upon a Carrier weight of 485,209 Ibs.
and a specific fuel consIJmption of 0.424 lb. of propellant per lb. of thrust per
hour, a total fuel weight of 4000 lb. is required to execute a go-around pattern.
3.4.6 Carrier Landing - The Carrier landing characteristics are shown in Figure
3-103. The estimated ground effe(:t produces a twenty-five percent increase in
the lift-curve slope which results in a touchdown speed of 135 knots at the design
angle of attack of 12 degrees for the standard, sea-level condition. A wing load-
ing of 38.5 ibs/ft 2 was assumed which corresponds to a touchdown weight of 462,170
Ibs. If all of the go-around and contingency fuel is expended, the landing weight
is reduced to 450,940 ibso, resulting in a touchdown speed of 133 knots at 12
degrees angle of attack.
3.4.7 Automatic Powered Landing - A digital computer simulation of the terminal
approach and landing phase with automatic control was performed for both the
Orbiter and Carrier vehicles. Events occurring prior to the initiation point of
this simulation for the Orbiter include (i) arriving over the landing site at a
hight altitude, (2) spiraling down while remaining within the range of an un-
powered landing if needed, and (3) deploying, starting, and checking out the
engines. Following these events, the Orbiter is aligned with the runway and
stable level flight at the approach altitude and speed is established. At this
point, the simulation commences. The Carrier, which has been under powered
flight for a significant time, has only to establish stable level flight at its
approach altitude and speed and align with the runway.
A block diagram of this simulation is shown in Figure 3-104. The significant
features of this simulation are: (i) The thrust is commanded to zero at the
initiation of flare, (2) the pitch autopilot has a constant transfer function, and
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(3) all necessary ground-generated data, such as the glide slope determination, is
available. The simulation is completed at touchdown. The pertinent parameters
associated with the simulation are shown in Table 3-5. 0nly the vertical plane
was investigated in this study but prior simulations which included the lateral
plane demonstrated that a satisfactory response was easily obtained when the
vertical plane response was satisfactory.
Both the Orbiter and Carrier vehicles start at an altitude of 2000 feet at a
down range of 7 to 8 nautical miles. When the 3 degree glide slope to the touch-
down point is intercepted, the landing guidance system commands the vehicle to
pitch down to achieve this slope. The airspeed at the start of the simulation is
commanded to decrease to the airspeed desired at the initiation of flare. This
slowdown is accomplished shortly after the glide slope is intercepted. By the
time the flare maneuver occurs, the flight path and velocity are well established
with the transients adequately damped.
The results of the simulations for the Orbiter are shown in Figure 3-105 and
3-106. The nominal trajectory shows that the transients are damped out by the time
that flare occurs. The flare details show a smooth landing after the 50 foot
altitude flare initiation. The touchdown conditions are a sink rate of 3.5 feet/
second, airspeed of 182 knots, angle of attack of 22.0 degrees, and a pitch atti-
tude of 21.4 degrees based on a wing loading, of 49.4 ib/ft 2 and without considering
ground effects. In as much as this W/S differs slightly from that quoted in other
parts of the report due to design iteration, the corresponding touchdown velocity
is somewhat higher also. The flare maneuver takes 4.8 seconds.
The resulting nominal trajectory for the carrier is shown in Figures 3-107
and 3-108. Again the transients have been damped prior to flare. The flare
maneuver starts at an altitude of 30 feet and produces a smooth landing. The
touchdown conditions are a sink rate of 3.0 feet/second, airspeed of 136 knots,
an angle of attack of 11.9 degrees, and a pitch attitude of ii.i degrees. The
flare maneuver requires 3.8 seconds. The pitch attitude limit constraint is not
exceeded.
The equipment required to perform these terminal landings is within the
capabilities of currently available equipment. Air data instruments of a conven-
tional type to provide an indication of airspeed and altitude is adequate. An up-
dated inertial navigation system could be used instead of the air data altimeter.
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A low range radar altimeter with a 500 foot maximum range and altitude error of
less than 2 feet in the vicinity of the flare initiation is required to perform
the flare maneuver. The autopilot and flare electronics are parts of the existing
computer. The establishment of the 3 degree glide slope can be done by an AILS
or a precise ground based radar. For a more detailed discussion of the avionic
equipment required to implement the automatic landing capability, see Section 4.3.5
in Volume I, Part I of this report.
Table 3-5
PARAMETERS FOR AUTOMATIC POWERED LANDING SIMULATION
PARAMETER ORBITER CARRIER UNITS
KVI
%2
%1
KF1
KF2
TH
WN
HTD
HF
STEP
Initial
Velocity
Velocity at
Flare
960.
48.
.015
.001
1500.
i00.
.030
.002
.6
.22
2.
1.25
.69
.069
.5
1.25
.7
3.
50.
3.5
222.
200.
.7
3.
30.
2.65
180.
145.
Lbs/Knot
Lbs/Knot Sec.
Deg/Ft.
Deg/Ft. Sec.
Deg/Ft.
Deg/Ft.
Sec.
Rad/Sec.
Ft. Sec.
Ft.
Deg.
Knots
Knots
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3.5 Abort Performance - An abort in its broadest sense is an interruption to planned
or scheduled events or activities. An abort is required whenever a sequence of
events or activities proceeds in a manner such that danger to personnel or
equipment will ensure unless the sequence is interrupted or terminated. Abort
plans and procedures attempt to do three things:
o Prevent injury to personnel
o Reduce the amount of damage to equipment and facilities;
o Reduce the time loss attendant upon the abort activities.
Using these definitions and goals abort plans and procedures for the baseline system
where outlined. Abort analyses including trajectories and aero-thermo considerations
were conducted for the baseline mission and corresponding implications for vehicle
design were identified. In this analysis, emphasis was placed on investigating the
possible causative factors leading to an abort and determining a feasible approach
to the overall problem.
3.5.1 Abort Philosophy - In the airline industry abort procedures and operations
are based on the underlying assumption that the crew and passengers are committed
to the safety and integrity of the airframes; whatever happens to the airframe
also happens to them. This philosophy is reflected in the painstaking inspection
and certifications of the aircrews, groundcrews, flight vehicles and support
facilities to insure the safety and reliability of men and machines. This philoso-
phy recognizes that aborts are inherently probable, and abort procedures and
responsibilities are defined by the FAA and the airlines. These procedures include
ground simulations and in-flight tests of aircrews and vehicles which include
known and expected anomalies that would require an abort during the flight opera-
tions. This philosophy is to be carried over to the ILRVS Program.
It is recognized that the airline philosophy governing aborts is based on
aircraft experience, vehicle availability and final goals. For the airlines the
goal is to get the customer from point A to point B as quickly and conveniently
as possible. However, in the case of the ILRVS program, getting to point B may
be more than a matter of convenience; it may be a matter of survival when point B
is the Space Station/Space Base complex. The possible loss of the timely arrival
of the cargo and passengers at their destination may be of great import in the
long-term operations of the space program.
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Commerical airline companies number their passengers in the millions, and
their daily operations average 1 or 2 hours between take-off and landings. For
the ILRVS based on a 100 man space base with 120 day rotation rate for all person-
nel, this amounts to a total passenger loading of 300 men per year. Whereas it is
not feasible co provide escape and abort training for millions of passengers, it
would appear to be entirely feasible to provide such training for 300 persons per
year. Furthermore, the shuttle vehicle will provide very sophisticated life
support systems for the passengers and crew, and the average flight time between
take-off and landing will probably exceed 24 hours, and may run as long as 7 days,
which is a quite different situation than is encountered by the average air trav-
eler. Therefore, for the ILRVS, it was assumed that each passenger will receive
some degree of training and indoctrination beyond the level presently provided in
over-ocean flights by commercial airlines, but certainly not more complicated than
parachute training.
3.5.2 0perational Phases and Types of Aborts - Regularly scheduled airlines
schedule maintenance operations along with flight operations and often work three
shifts/day, seven days/week in order to maximize the utilization of the aircraft
and to minimize downtime and idle periods. This means that for all practical
purposes, the entire lifetime of the vehicle is accounted for until its final
flight. As far as the airlines are concerned, any abort is serious, but a main-
tenance abort is conceded to be hss serious than a flight abort. This is because
a maintenance abort does not involve the exposure of personnel to serious in-
juries, and usually does not involve the loss of the vehicle, whereas both of
these conditions attend a flight abort. Tabh 3-6 provides a side-by-side and
phase-by-phase comparison of airline operations and ILRVS operations and the
type of abort which would be encountered during each. There are some features
of the ILRVS vehicle which will invoke new and different operating techniques
(such as the vertical launch procedure and the separation procedure) for in-flight
aborts, but it is expected that maintenance aborts will be essentially the same.
The impact of an abort on the overall mission will also require Chat a slightly
different philosophy be developed, because if a scheduled logistics shuttle is
delayed too long, the totality of this impact must inchde an estimate of the
effect on the space station in addition to the effect on the shuttle itself.
ILRVS operations should include some alternatives for such contingencies.
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In summary, there are two types of aborts; those occurring during scheduled
maintenance operations, and aborts occurring during normal flight operations.
Flight aborts are more serious than maintenance aborts because of the possible
loss of lives and serious damage to or loss of the vehicle.
3.5.3 Maintenance Abort - A maintenance abort is different from a "turnaround"
abort. Maintenance operations are clearly established during the design and
introduction of an aircraft into airline operational service. For the ILRVS,
the program is not quite so clear because the shuttle vehicle undergoes consider-
ably more recertification than is the case of commercial aircraft. The more ex-
tensive refurbishment is required by the very long duration of flight operations
as compared to regularly scheduled airlines. Furthermore, the airlines have
more than i00 flight vehicles, and it is usually possible to acquire other
vehicles on short notice in order to recover from a maintenance abort, but it
is not likely that the ILRVS can be operated this way. If the shuttle vehicle
undergoes a maintenance abort, a domino effect will occur and priorities
must be reordered so as to recover from the abort as rapidly as possible,
either by increasing the duty cycle of the remaining vehicles, or by reducing
support for or operation of the Space Base until the deficiencies can be overcome.
In summary, maintenance aborts for the ILRVS are much more serious than are
maintenance aborts for the scheduled airlines. This is due primarily to the ef-
fect on the Space Station or Base if a scheduled flight is not completed due to
a maintenance abort, or for any other reason.
3.5.4 Flight Aborts - For the ILRVS, flight aborts are defined Jn much the same
way that they are defined by the airlines. That is, a flight abort is called
for at any time at the discretion of the command pilot. This situation will also
hold for the ILRVS with the command pilot having the same responsibilities. In
the case of the ILRVS, the pilot will have a great deal of information upon which
to base an abort decision and operation because of the high degree of on-board
diagnostic capability "built-in" and the "fail operational" design philosophy
followed during the development phase. The pilot will still have the responsi-
bility for an abort decision, and it is likely that the same approach to abort
operations will prevail; that is, aborts will be simulated during crew training
activities and in-flight training phases. The degree to which aborts will be
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simulated during in-flight crew certification has not yet been established. The
risk involved must be carefully weighed against tile advantages of such procedures
before extensive real-time abort activities are undertaken.
During the development phase, when the vehicle and subsystems are being
tested in planned, sequential steps, it is very probable that inadvertent aborts
will be encountered. Each of these will be investigated in much the same way
that aircraft anomalies are investigated, and an extrapolation will be made to
determine the likelihood of such an event occurring during operations. This proven
approach to anomaly analysis will produce improved understanding of, and apprecia-
tion for, the capabilities of the shuttle and its carrier. The horizontal take-off
and landing "go-around" exercises should prove of particular importance in crew
training and preparation for aborts.
3.5.5 Abort Systems - During the development phase, escape systems will be in-
cluded as standard equipment for the test crews. However, it is recognized that
the presently known escape systems are not directly applicable to the shuttle con-
figuration. For example, escape rockets, such as used during Mercury and Apollo,
assumed that the command module could be treated as an independent entity. This
approach was also taken in the design of several military aircraft. Another method
is to provide the crew with ejection seats, or for pad aborts, to provide a quick
egress system. Both of these concepts assume a non-hazardous environment in the
vicinity of the vehicle, which may or may not be the case. In any event, an escape
system which is designed to separate the personnel from the vehicle is not in con-
sonance with a multiple usage facility and re-usable vehicle operations. Again the
airlines provide guidance, in that the crew and the passengers are completely de-
pendent upon the safety and integrity of the vehicle. Utilizing this philosophy,
only minimal escape capability need be provided for the !LRVS. The requirement
that crew and passengers be provided with a shirtsleeve environment would also dic-
tate against any elaborate escape system. However, the ILRVS orbiter and carrier
vehicles will have some type of crew escape system during the development phase,
and it is very likely that the carrier, at least, will continue to have such a sys-
tem for the crew. The orbiter, too, could continue the escape system into the op-
erations phase. It would then only be necessary to develop some type of escape or
survival system for the personnel module. The most stringent requirement for such
an escape or survival system would be that it must protect the passengers in the
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event of the catastrophic structural failure of the orbiter vehicle. Such a
failure could occur during any phase of the mission. While it is conceded that
escape systems can only be included at the expense of payload, we must recog-
nize that the personnel flights in support of a i00 man space statlon/space base
would probably be only one out of four (based on a 120 day stay period and a I0
passenger shuttle flight), and might be as few as one out of eight or ten, de-
pending on the number of passengers which can be accommodated on the space station.
Under these conditions, the payload penalty for the escape or survival system only
affects one flight out of four and could be designed to be usable in the Space
Statlon/Space Base complex as well, thereby permitting the system to function as a
special purpose payload.
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3.5.6 Implications for Design - A fundamental guideline employed in the design of
the orbiter and carrier subsystem, was multiple redundancy. For avionics equip-
ment, triple redundancy was implemented, i.e., the design philosophy was "fail -
operational - fail operational - fail safe". For the mechanical equipment, a
"fail operational - fail safe" design guideline was employed. This again reflects
the current philosophy employed in the design of commercial aircraft. With this
approach1, the probability of an in-flight failure sequence which would result in
an abort situation, is very small, and it is quite possible tllat providing launch
aDort capability is unwarranted. A more detailed discussion of this consideration
is presented in Volume I, Part I. However, the design of the orbiter and carrier
does permit safe aborts throughout most of the launch phase, and this capability
does not incur exorbitant weight penalties. A discussion of the abort techniques
is provided in part 3.5.7 of this section.
3.5.7 Abort Trajectories - Although by virtue of the system design (triple and
double redundancy) the liklihood of an inflight abort is quite small, abort situa-
tions could arise through a sequence of multiple failures. The abort trajectory
analysis was done for the case of multiple engine failure during launch. It was
found that satisfactory reentries could be performed for failure at any time
other than the first 20 seconds after lift-off. Trajectories calculated are ap-
plicable to any launch azimuth. However, in selecting landing sites for this
study, special emphasis has been placed on a southerly launch into the nominal 55
degree inclination orbit. Figures 3-108 and 3-109 summarize the abort modes and
choice of landing sites. It should be noted that a safe orbital abort for all
azimuths is not possible for an ETR launch. This can only be achieved with a
continental launch site. Such a launch site also has Carrier cruise range
advantage, but the disadvantages of new facilities, air traffice interference,
re-entry sonic boom, etc. probably outweigh the advantages.
Abort to Great Exuma Island: The nominal launch trajectory passes over Great
Exuma Island approximately midway between Cape Kennedy and Haiti. From the ground
track in Figure 3- 109or the altitude-range profile in Figure 3-110 it can be seen
that Great Exuma lies about 200 nautical miles down range from the nominal separa-
tion point. This location makes it a possible landing site in case of abort during
much of the launch trajectory. If failure occurs prior to lift-off the Orbiter can
under its own power lift off and fly to the nominal separation conditions using
most of its propellant. From these conditions it can fly unpowered to Great
3-]50
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Exuma. Such a trajectory has been calculated. It's altitude-range profile is shown
in Figure 3-110 and significant time histories are shown in Figures 3-111 and 3-112.
The flight command was simply a constant 50 degrees angle of attack in an unbanked
attitude. This required relaxing the load factor constraint from 3 to 4 g's, but
no relaxation of heating constraints was necessary.
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If a carrier failure occurs at any time between 20 seconds and separation the
same procedure can be followed except that the weight of the HL-10 will be greater
during the reentry. This will necessitate reduced angles of attack to keep the
load factor at 4 g's and the temperatures will be higher. Possible range exten-
sions may also result requiring bank angle modulation or landing at the slightly
more distant Long Island instead of Great Exuma. In these cases abort to Puerto
Rico as discussed below may be advantageous.
One important class of failures is Orbiter loss of power at separation
or shortly thereafter. If this type of failure occurs within about 20 seconds
of separation, abort to Great Exuma is still possible. For another i0 seconds
after that, Long Island is attainable. If failure occurs still later neither
Great Exuma nor Long Island can be reached because the flight velocities exceed
that which can be dissipated by energy management.
Abort to Puerto Rico: For some failures abort to Puerto Rico is desirable
and for others it is necessary. If the carrier fails in the 40 seconds prior to
nominal separation it is desirable to abort to Puerto Rico because of the large
fuel load which would be left on the Orbiter if the abort were to Great Exuma. In
such a case the Orbiter would supply the required velocity increment. Also, if the
decision to abort were made between separation and 350 seconds while the Orbiter
retained some thrusting capability Puerto Rico remains a possible landing site.
Another possible (but unlikely) abort to Puerto Rico would be in the case of com-
plete Orbiter power loss between 315 and 350 seconds.
Abort to Water: Although water landing is undesirable it is worth note that
the Orbiter can reach the sea in a flyable attitude if failure occurs at any time
other than the first 20 seconds of flight. Trajectories have been calculated for
such instances with initial velocities up to 22,000 ft/sec. Thermodynamic analysis
indicates the vehicle would survive the reentry maneuver.
3.5.8 Orbiter Abort Heatin$ Analysis - A heating analysis was conducted for the
abort trajectories defined in section 3.5.7 of this volume. As stated in section
3.5.7 if an abort becomes necessary prior to staging the orbiter engines will be
used to reach the normal staging point (h = 220,000 ft. and V = 9166 ft/sec). The
Orbiter will then reenter to a landing at Great Exuma. The maximum surface tem-
peratures experienced by the Orbiter during this abort reentry are presented in
Figure 3-113 for four body locations. The maximum surface temperatures vary from
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Figure 3-113
When abort from altitudes higher than the staging altitude is necessary,
more severe thermal environments result. Figure 3-114 presents maximum lower sur-
face temperature as a function of abort velocity at 12.5% of vehicle length. The
maximum lower surface temperature exceeds the 2200°F allowable for TD-Ni reuse for
abort velocities above 169500 ft/sec. However, the maximum temperatures at the
reference point are, below the 2400°F maximum allowable for TD-Ni and thus only
selective replacement of panels would be necessary. Temperatures presented in this
section are laminar radiation equilibrium temperatures based on a surface emittance
of 0,85 and the heating methods discussed in Section 3.3.2.
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4.0 OPERATIONS ANALYSIS
The mission operational considerations including ground turnaround, mission
interface, cargo handling and crew accommodations, are discussed in this section.
The objective of the ground turnaround analysis was to determine the minimum
required maintenance that can reasonably be achieved for the two stage reusable
system. This objective was attained by preparing a detailed breakdown of the
specific tasks and functions required from landing through launch and by estimating
the manhours and facilities required for each tank using existing historical data.
Similarly, the objective of the mission interface study was to define the major
mission interfaces, identify the associated functional requirements and to evaluate
alternate modes of performing the required functions. This was accomplished through
a detailed enumeration of all required functions in each mission phase and selecting
"best" operational modes for accomplishing these functions from the set of possible
modes.
4.1 Ground Turnaround Analysis - The ground turnaround analysis is a special
emphasis study and has as its objectives to identify maintenance tasks, system
requirements and constraints and establish facilities, equipment and manpower
requirements for the turnaround cycle. A system engineering approach is applied to
achieve these objectives since it provides an orderly approach, a convenient means
of documenting, and ease of understanding. The items generated in this analysis
are:
o Functional flow diagrams of the total maintenance turnaround cycle.
o Task analysis
o Timeline analysis
To facilitate this discussion numerous symbols and abbreviations were employed.
The definitions of these symbols are summarized at the end of the section in
Table 4-17.
Functional Flow - Functional flow diagrams were prepared in general form to
cover all design candidate concepts that were considered, The general form was
then tailored to the baseline design in three phases: (i) post flight maintenance;
(2) maintenance cycle; (3) launch preparation as illustrated in Figure 4-1. These
phases are discussed in detail in Sections 4.1.1, 4.1.2, and 4.1.3. In Figure 4-1
the numbers above the blocks indicate the time necessary to complete the task.
The number on the left side of the block is elapsed time and the number on the
right is manhours. These times were obtained through tasks analysis of the various
subsystems.
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Task Analysis - The Task Analysis defines the scope of each functional block
regarding subtasks, the type of scheduled maintenance, frequency of the task, man-
hours to complete the task, personnel required to do the job and the elapsed time.
Where necessary, the functional flows are broken down to the fifth and sixth level
identifying such components as values, tubing, wire bundles, engine nozzles, etc.
Time Line Analysis - Figure 4-2 illustrates the minimum turnaround summary
time line analysis for both the carrier and the orbiter. The results of the
functional flows and task analyses indicate that it will take 360 men 17,076 man-
hours to complete the ground turnaround cycle in six (6) days. During postflight
and the maintenance cycle phases, two (2) 8-hour shifts will be worked per day.
Three (3) 8-hour shifts of continuous operation will be necessary for launch
preparation. Figure 4-3 depicts the various elements of the turnaround cycle.
Table 4-6 provides a breakdown of manhour utilization.
The Maintenance Control organization, discussed in the maintenance plan por-
vides efficient utilization of the work force by planning, scheduling, and con-
trolling all spacecraft maintenance so that peak maintenance periods are staggered
and high quality maintenance can be performed at all times. Facility and equip-
ment requirements for maintenance support are shown in Table 4-1.
4.1.1 Post F]ight Maintenance - A detailed analysis was conducted to identify
necessary maintenance tasks performed during the post flight phase. Results of the
Post Flight Phase Analysis are indicated in Table 4-2. A remote area will be pro-
vided for deservicing. This area will be equipped with an overhead monorail to
remove the payload. Post flight maintenance consists of 30 maintenance tasks
requiring 14.6 elapsed hours.
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The post flight functional flow diagrams are illustrated in Figure 4-4. A
brief description of each task is outlined in the following paragraphs. The number
to the right of the title corresponds to the functional flow block. The post
flight timeline is shown in Figure 4-5.
Post Flight Maintenance (I.0) - See Figure 4-4.
Crew E_ress and Data Removal (i.I) - This task commences immdeidately after the
vehicle is parked outside of the service area, the assist engines are shut down and
the crew egress stands are positioned at the hatch. As the crew leaves the vehicle
they will remove the onboard checkout tapes, flight recorder tapes and the flight-
log.
MINIMUMTURNAROUNDSUMMARY
FIRST AND SECOND
STAGETASKS
1
I I
DAYS
2 3 4 5 6 7
I I I I I I I 1 1 I I I l 1
• POSTFLIGHT ....................I
• MAINTENANCE CYCLE
• MAINT AREA ........................ I J__
• AIR ENGRUN UP AREA ...................................... •
• POSTMAINT AREA
• LAUNCH PREPARATION ...... I
LRVS--389F
Figure 4-2
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Table 4-1
MAINTENANCE FACILITY REQUIREMENTS
AREA FACILITY REQUIREMENT EQUIPMENTREQUIREMENT
PARKING • SPACE AND LOAD BEARINGCAPABILITY OF SUPPORTFOR • CREWEGRESSVEHICLE
FIRST AND SECONDSTAGE VEHICLES • JP FUEL TRUCK
SERVICE • PAYLOADREMOVALCAPABILITY • PRIMEMOVERVEHICLE
• OXYGENAND HYDROGENFUEL DESERVICINGCAPABILITY • PAYLOAD TRAILER
MAINTENANCE
ASSISTENGINES
RUNUP
POSTMAINTENANCE
• VEHICLE ACCESSEQUIPMENT
• ELECTRICAL POWER
• HYDRAULIC POWER
• PNEUMATICSERVICE
• EC/LSS SERVICE
• SANITATION SERVICE
• PURGEEQUIPMENT
• SAFETY EQUIPMENT
• ELECTRICAL POWERSHOP
• COMM/NAVEQUIPMENTSHOP
• GUIDANCE& CONTROl_EQUIRgENT SHOP
• EC/LSS EQUIPMENTSHOP
• HYDRAULIC EQUIPMENTSHOP
• ASSISTENGINESSHOP
• MAIN PROPULSIONAND MANEUVERINGENGINESSHOP
• JET ENGINE RUNUPPAD
• VEHICLE ACCESSEQUIPMENT
• ELECTRICAL POWER
• HYDRAULICPOWER
• PNEUMATIC SERVICE
• EC/LSS SERVICE
• SAFETY EQUIPMENT
• ENGINEDOLLYS AND STANDS
• MAIN ENGINE REMOVALAND
INSTALLATION VEHICLE
• MAIN ENGINE STANDS
• J P FUEL TRUCK
• OVERHEADMONORAIL
STAGINGAREA i• PROTECTED ENVIRONMENTFOR SPACECRAFTSTORAGE
PAYLOAD BUILD UP
VEHICLE MATINGAREA • HIGH BAY AREA (VAB) • OVERHEADCRANE
• TRANSPORTER(LU'r) • CHECKOUT EQUIPMENT
PAD • ERECTION EQUIPMENT • FINAL CHECKOUT
• CRYOGENICSERVICING EQUIPMENT
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Table 4-2
WHAT gAS LEARNED FROM POST FLIGHT ANALYSIS
o An area is required for spacecraft cooling.
Reason - Spacecraft surfaces are too hot to touch
immediately after landing.
o A special area is provided for deservicing.
Reason - Hydrogen vented into the air i::;a fire hazard.
Special plumbing will be available to carry the down
loaded hydrogen away from the service area for burning.
o Post flight can be accomplished within I_.6 hours,
consuming 186 direct manhours,
Reason - Only necessary maintenance is oerformed and a
centralized Maintenance Control organization schedules
tasks and personnel on a non-interferin_ basis.
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Cabin Switch Check (1.2) - The position of each switch is documented and
delivered to the maintenance debriefing section as an aid in comprehensively
diagnosing possible malfunctions. The Maintenance debriefing section is discussed
in detail in the Maintenance Plan.
Install Safety Devices (1.3) - Prior to departure from the crew department, a
crew member will depress the automatic safety locking switch. This switch safes
all critical items which, if failed while unsafe, could cause equipment damage or
injury to personnel. Mechanical devices must be installed before routine mainten-
ance can be performed on the vehicle.
Walk Around Visual QA Inspection (1.4) - Quality assurance will perform an
immediate visual inspection of the outside surfaces, engines, landing gears, etc.
Any unusual discrepancies will be reported to Maintenance Control. Normal or minor
discrepancies discovered at this time will be submitted to maintenance debriefing.
Cool Spacecraft (1.5) - Since the spacecraft absorbs heat while entering the
earth's atmosphere, it will require three hours to cool before maintenance can be
performed. Cooling Aerospace Ground Equipment (AGE) can be used to accelerate the
cool down time.
Top Off JP Fuel (1.30) - The JP fuel tank will be filled to capacity prior
to engering the service area in order to comply with safety directives.
Move Spacecraft to Service Area (1.6) - A six man crew is required to move
the spacecraft into the service area. Following removal of the wheel chocks, one
man will ride the spacecraft's brakes, one man on each wing, one man at the nose
and another at the tail and one will operate the tow tug. Once the spacecraft is in
the service area, the brakes will be set, the wheel chocks positioned, the fire
extinguishers positioned at the designated areas, and all mechanical devices
(e.g., clam shells, brace bar locks, etc.) installed.
Remove Payload (1.7) - A trailer with payload container cradles will be
positioned adjacent to the spacecraft. With a power cable plugged into the space-
craft, the payload doors will be opened by depressing the payload door switch. An
eight-man crew is required to perform the payload removal task. The payload is
lifted by the overhead monorail hoist and installed on the trailer cradle.
Position Emergency Equipment (1.8) - All emergency equipment necessary will
be available in the service area and positioned prior to deservicing tasks.
MCDONNELL DOUGLAS ASTRONAUTICS COMPANY
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Inventory and Remove EQuipment (1.9) - All equipment used in support of the
mission and not a part of the payload (e.g., cameras, recorded data, etc.) will be
inventoried, removed and processed to interested activities.
Provide Access to ReQuired Areas (I.I0) - A four-man crew will provide access
to the deservicing valves and vents by removing required panels.
Deservicin_ Orbital Maneuver ACS (i.ii - 1.16) - I_r_:eaccess is provided and
OMACS AGE positioned, the 0_ACS deservicing crew will hook up the AGE and proceed
to deservice the helium pressurant which will be dtumped into a storage container
for reuse. The high pressure accumulator oxygen valves rill be opened to vent the
oxy_gen into the atmosphere while the accumulated hydrogerk is pumped into a remote
area for burning. Upon completion of 0MACS deservicin_, the AGE lines are dis-
connected, all valves are closed and all ports insta]!ed.
Deservice Main Propulsion System (1.17 - 1.22) - The procedure for deservicing
of OMACS also applies to the main propulsion system except that there are no high
pressure accumulators. The main propulsion system, however, requires a pneumatic
control system operated with helium. The helium will be dumped into storage tanks
for reuse. Upon completion of this task, all valves are closed and cap ports
installed.
Deservice Auxiliary Power EQuipment (1.26 - 1.28) - The same procedure for APU
deservicing can be used for fuel cell deservicing after fuel cell AGE is positioned.
Move Spacecraft to Maintenance Area (1.29) - With tl_e completion of all de-
servicing the spacecraft is towed to the maintenance area and positioned. The
brakes will be set and the fire extinguishers placed ir_ designated areas. Prior
to any maintenance, an inspection of mechanical safety devices will be conducted
by Quality Assurance complying with all safety devices.
4.1.2 Maintenance Cycle - Upon completion of the post flight phase and with the
vehicle positioned in the Maintenance Area, the de_ail analysis indicates that the
maintenance performed during this phase can be comph?_d within approximately 60
elapsed hours. Results of the Maintenance Cycle phase analysis are indicated
in Table 4-3.
The functional flow diagrams of tasks completed [_i the Maintenance Area are
illustrated in Figure 4-6.
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Table 4-3
WHAT WASLEARNED FROM MAINTENANCE CYCLE ANALYSIS
o A maintenance area is required.
o Reason - To provide the proper environment for maintenance personnel
to perform scheduled and unscheduled maintenance, detailed visual
inspection, functional checks, etc.
o An assist engine run if one is required.
o Reason - To safely run up all or any of the assist engines following
completion of work conducted in the maintenance area.
o Post maintenance area is required.
o Reason - An area shall be provided to perform tasks such as install
payload, service spacecraft (except cryogenics), install vehicle on
erection dolly.
o The maintenance cycle can be accomplished within 60 hours consuming
4042 direct manhours, for both the Carrier and Orbiter.
o Reason - Only necessary maintenance is performed and a centralized
Maintenance Control organization schedules tasks and personnel on a
non-interfering basis.
MCDONNELL DOUGLAS ASTRONAUTICS COMPANY
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To arrive at the most realistic tasks requirements and times to complete each
task, some subsystem have been taken down to the fifth level of functional flow
diagraming. In conjunction with this analysis, commercial airline practices were
evaluated to determine the types and quantity of maintenance that could be expected
after every mission.
This airline data indicated that during periods of scheduled maintenance, 50
to 90% of the total labor expended is for unscheduled corrective maintenance. The
analysis of commercial airline data suggested that the 50% factor of unscheduled
maintenance would apply to the ILRV-LRC vehicle.
First level maintenance functional actions are illustrated on Sheet 1 of 31 of
Figure 4-6. As indicated by this diagram, performance of quality assurance
inspection is a parallel action to all maintenance functions. Functional actions
required to provide access for maintenance are shown on Sheets 2 and 3 of
Figure 4-6. Vehicle systems on which scheduled maintenance is performed are
presented on Sheet 4 of Figure 4-6. Performance of scheduled maintenance on the
vehicle system and subsystems, and their major components and assemblies are
presented on Sheets 5 through 31 of Figure 4-6.
Task Analysis - The task analysis, as presented in Table 4-4 lists the func-
tions, tasks, and subtasks to be performed during the maintenance cycle. Each
task or subtask was analyzed to estimate the frequency of occurrence, (i.e., after
every flight (AEF) or after an elapsed time in hours). The analysis also included
an estimate of the number of manhours and personnel and the elapsed time required
to complete each task or subtask. The tasks were divided into two parts, visual
inspection requirements and functional requirements. The task analyses were
based on the functional performance consisting mostly of visual inspections of the
Maintenance Cycle illustrated in the functional flow block diagram of Figure 4-6.
Maintenance Cycle Inspections - The maintenance cycle inspections differ for
each turnaround. These types of inspections are dependent on number of missions
elapsed times, or number of cycles exercised on the equipment and are explained
in Table 4-5.
Time Analysis - The timeline analysis shown in Figures 4-7 and 4-8 are the
product of the preceding functional flow block diagrams and task anslysis. Time-
line analysis of the visual inspections and functional checks are shown in
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Table 4-5
TYPES OF INSPECTION
i. Acceptance Inspection - An inspection by maintenance personnel at the
maintenance area immediately following ferry flight from contractor
fabrication site. This inspection consists of checking vehicle for
quality of all contractor's work, inventory of publications and safety
devices, and brief familiarization opportunity for personnel not
previously associated wlth the program.
2. Postfllght Inspection
(a) Assumption - Vehicle on ramp following flight.
(b) Definition - Thls inspection wlll be accomplished after each flight.
The inspection consists of checking the vehicle to determine if it is
suitable for another flight when quick turnaround is scheduled and/or
determining the vehicles' status prior to going into the service area.
3. Maintenance Cycle Inspection
(a) Assumption - Vehicle has flown and is positioned in the Maintenance Area.
(b) Deflntion - Thls inspection consists of checklng certain components,
areas, or systems of the vehicle to determine that no condition exists
which would result in failure or malfunction of the component prior to
the next scheduled inspection. This inspection is divided into sub-
sections, numbered and will be accomplished at specified flights or
engine hourly intervals. A numerical inspection is organized so each
one can be accomplished in a minimum time, cover certain areas frequently
and as flights or engine hours increase the corresponding higher numbered
Phase Inspections wlll be in greater depth.
4. Special Inspections
(a) Assumption - None.
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TYPE OF INSPECTION (Continued)
REPORT NO.
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(b) Definition - These inspections contain requirements that will be
accomplished upon the accrual of a specified number of flying hours,
equipment hours of operation, a lapse of calendar time, or after the
occurrence of a specific or unusual condition.
Inspections used in the development of the maintenance cylce are
divided into numerical phases and defined as follows:
Q Numerical phased inspections are organized such that each one can
be accomplished in a minimum time, cover specified areas frequently,
and increase in depth as the number of flights increases.
o Phased inspection will include a review of flight discrepancies and
component malfunctions as detected and documented by the Onboard
Checkout System.
o In addition inspection and checks of specified areas, components,
subsystems, or systems of the vehicle will be made to determine if
conditions exist that would result in a failure or malfunction prior
to the next scheduled inspection.
o Equipment that has malfunctioned or that will exceed service life will
be removed and replaced.
o Equipment will be replaced with new or recertified equipment from
material control.
° After equipment replacement, the system will undergo a functional
check using the Onboard Checkout System to verify and document system
integrity.
° Following the functional checks of the repaired systems, the vehicle
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TYPE OF INSPECTION (Continued)
will undergo an integral systems test using the Onboard Checkout
System to verify that the vehicle systems perform within specification
limits and that systems integration is complete.
At the completion of integral systems test, the vehicle will be
"closed out" by retracting the wings and assist engines, closing and
installing all hatches and doors, and installing the heat protection
panels that were removed for access.
Following completion of vehicle "close out", the vehicle will be
prepared for moving.
Phased inspection operation will restore the vehicle to mission ready
condition with minimum effort.
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MAINTENANCE TIMELINE ANALYSIS
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NOVEMBER 1969
ELPASED TIME - HOURS MAN
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ll 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 HOURS
REMOVE ACCESSDOORSANDPANELS • []/B m
VISUAL INSPECTIONS:
ONBOARD CHECKOUT •
ELECTRICAL POWER IB
GUIDANCE ANDCONTROL III
COMMUNICATIONS • m
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL m •
LANDING GEAR SYSTEM • m
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT IBm
CONTROL SYSTEM
PROPULSIONFLIGHT IB
CONTROL SYSTEM
PROPULSIONFUEL SYSTEM • •
MAIN PROPULSIONSYSTEM • •
ASSISTENGINESFUEL SYSTEM
ASSISTENGINESSYSTEM
PAYLOAD MECHANISM
MATING AI-FACH POINTS
HEAT PROTECTION
STRUCTURE
STRUCTURE
mm
,15..
mmmmmmmm
mmmm
3O
4
10
5
3
5
4
7
8
15
2
7
6
2
5O
94
105
TOTAL 361
17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32
FUNCTIONAL CHECKE
ONBOARD CHECKOUT:
ELECTRICAL POWER
GUIDANCE AND CONTROL
COMMUNICATION
ENVIRONMENTALCONTROL
LANDING GEARSYSTEM
AERODYN.AMICFLIGHT
CONTROLSYSTEM
PROPULSIONFLIGHT
CONTROL SYSTEM
PROPULSIONFUEL SYSTEM
MAIN PROPULSIONSYSTEM
ASSISTENGINESFUEL SYSTEM
ASSISTENGINE SYSTEM
PAYLOAD MECHANISM
mml
mnm
mn mm
mm mmmmmm Re
m
m
m|mm
m
mm
|mm
TOTAL
I
.5
10
5.5
1
7
15
2
4.5
4
1
19
6
30.5
106.0
Figure 4-7
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Figure h-7. A maintenance summary timeline for either the Carrier or Orbiter
is presented in Figure 4-8.
Manpower Analysis - Figures 4-9, 4-10, and 4-i1 illustrate the manpower
spread needed to perform the detailed functions of post flight maintenance, and
visual and functional checks at the maintenance area during the maintenance
cycle. The analysis included staffing for each f_uction.
A further breakdown of vehicle turnaround manpower utilization was derived
from this analysis. The additional manpower functions required for the turn-
around activity are:
o Corrective Maintenance
o Servicing
o Payload Installation
o Air Breathing Engine Run Up
o Door Eemoval and installation
__he analyses indicated that complete vehicle turnaround activity (carrier
and orbiter) required approximately 180 personnel per shift for two (2) shifts
to perform maintenance tasks and approximate2y 120 personnel per shift for three
(3) shifts (24 hours) to perform launch preparation. The same skill level is
resuired for maintenance and launch operations.
In conclusion, approximately 360 personnel are required to support the
turnaround activities of the carrier and orbiter. _Jis complement of 360
includes direct, indirect, and administration oersonnei. The manhours reauired
for the turnaround are identified in Table 4-6. The administration time factor
consist of time in nontechnical routines (e.g., sickness, personal time,
etc. ).
h.l.3 Launch Preparation
Summary - Upon comoletion of the maintenance cycle _,he vehicles are ready to
enter the launch preparation phase, which is the final 9k-hour period prior to
launch. Results of the launch preparation analysis are _ndicated in Table L-7.
The purpose of this analys_s is to identify the requirements and constraints
for the launch preparation cycle and to establish facilities and equipment
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Table 4-6
VEHICLE TURNAROUND TIME MANHOURS
FUNCTION MANHOUR2
Post l"light
Ma_ntenamce Cyc].e
Launch Preparation
Total Direct Manhours
Indirect Manhours at 200%
Total Direct/Indirect Manhours
Administrative at 12%
Total Turnaround Manhours
186
4042
_5 _,
5084
10,164
15,248
1,830
17,078
Table 4-7
WHAT WASLEARNED FROM LAUNCH PREPARATION ANALYSIS
I_EPORT NO.
MDC E0049
NOVEMBER 1969
Launch pad schedule limited to tasks that cannot be performed in
advance.
o Reason - Retaining the vehicles in a horizontal position until
just prior to launch enhances the access to the vehicles.
o Advantages to utilizing the VAB for Pre-Pad erection.
o Reason - Maximum use of existing facilities; VAB could be used
for the maintenance cycle; no erectors required in the launch
pad area; can checkout integrated system before going to the
pad.
o Disadvantage of using VAB
Reason - A field splice of the first stage vehicle win< tips
required to enter the high bay cell.
0nly 2_ hours on-the-pad is required
Reason - Servicing and final system checkout necessary before
launch will closely parallel activities required to prepare
commercial airlines for flight making maximum use of onboard
checkout with minimum ground support.
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requirements. Basically, two techniques using existing equipment are considered
feasible for vehicle erection and integration. These techniques are the prepad
using the Vertical Assembly Building (VAB) and Launch Un_ilical Tower (LUT) and
on-pad, using an existing launch pad requiring a new erector and tower structure.
The same basic activities a_e accomplished in either technique, the only difference
being ill where the activities are performed.
Erection - The Pre-Pad technique, shown in Figures 2-28 through 2-32 in Section
2.4 of Volume III, would require a high bay area and crane capability to translate
each vehicle from the horizontal to vertical position. The Carrier would be erected
first using a crane and dolly. The vehicle is raised in the vertical position, a
launcher placed beneath it, and the vehicle secured to the launcher. The second
stage, with payload installed, is erected in the same manner after which the
vehicles are mated. After checking the vehicle system for system compatibility the
mobile launcher is moved to the launch pad. Moving the launcher to the pad and
connecting the LUT to the pad facilities is estimated to take 12 hours.
Using the On-Pad technique, shown in Figures 2-33 and 2-34 in Section 2.4 of
Volume III, individually in the horizontal position to the launch pad. The Carrier
would be raised with an erection device which would be built in a pit in the concrete
ramp. The second stage would then be erected using another erection device and
the vehicles would be mated. Using this technique would require about 13 hours
including moving both stages to the pad, erecting each stage and integrating the
system. (NOTE: Complete explanations of the Pre-Pad and On-Pad techniques are
included in the launch operations plan, Volume III, Section 2.4.
On-Pad Operations - Following either the Pre-Pad or the On-Pad erection and
integration, the remaining On-Pad operations are applicable to either technique
and include:
o Hook-up and checkout of fluid and gas connections.
o Power-up and check range and navigation inputs.
o JP-4 fueling and propulsion system operational checkout.
o Final launch preparation and inspection.
o Crew exit and cryogenic servicing.
o Crew and passenger boarding.
o Final systems checkout utilizing OCS.
o Terminal countdown
o Launch
4-112
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4.2 Mission Interfaces and Payload Handling/Accommodations - The major subtasks
of the Mission Interfaces and Payload Handling/Accommodations Special Emphasis
Study are outlined in the task flow diagram shown in Figure 4-12. Specifically,
these subtasks are:
o Mission interface definition
o Mission interface impact assessment
o Payload-handling facility identification
o Passenger-handling facility identification
o Parametric analyses with mission duration
o Design implications drawn from parametrics
The following paragraphs address themselves to each of these subtasks and present
the study approach and the more significant results which emerged from the
investigation.
4.2.1 Mission Interface Definition - In order to insure the identification of all
major mission interfaces, mission interface definition was performed on a mission-
event basis. With this approach, each mission event and/or proposed mission
capability was explored to determine available alternate approaches, and from
these approaches the preferred alternatives were selected. A summary of the
mission interface definitions is given in Table 4-8. The preferred mode of
operation for each mission event is indicated by a box.
4.2.2 Mission-Interface Impact Assessment- The greatest asset of the foregoing
approach to the definition of the mission interfaces is that it immediately
forces the investigator to choose a rationalized, coherent chain of preferred
events from mission start to mission end. It also provides the reviewer with
in-depth visibility of the interplay among the various mission events and the
mission systems. By not discarding alternate approaches when a preferred
approach is selected, further changes in the preferred mission are more easily
made downstream in the study. One final advantage of this method is that it
points out areas where further investigation is warranted and/or trade studies
should be performed. By identifying these areas early in the study, much
wasting and/or duplication of effort can be avoided.
In identifying the mission interfaces of Table 4-8, five major problem areas
concerning payload transfer surface immediately:
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Table 4-8 MISSION INTERFACE DEFINITION
REPORT NO.
_{DC E0049
NOVEMBER 1969
_IISSION PHASE PROPOSED EVENT/CAPABILITY ALTERNATE APPROACHES REMARKS/CCNSIDEPATIONS
O.D Prelaunch Operations o Transport carrier to pad In vertical position
[ In horizontal posltitnj
o Transport orbiter to pad In vertical position
tin horizontal position I
[Carrier transported firstj
Orbiter transported first
Both stages transported
toKether
o Erect carrier Horizontal ]aunchin K
I Vertlca I launchini_
o Erect orbiter ICarrier erected fi[pt ]
Orbiter erected first
Both stages erected t,}_t, ther
(Hated)
Mate orbiter t_, _arrier Back to back
]Belly to bell>'l
Carrier ba_ [<J ,'_rbi_cr
belly
Carrier bell\ to orbiter
back
Of_ pad
IBetore p...... _r 1o_h>ado propellants
Crew ingrt_ss on carrier
(few ingress ,n :_rbiter
(re,.' size,
O ] atanch operat ions work force
o 31aximum on-pad t ime
After passenger ] ,_d[n_
off pad
1.0 2 the[_ [J!
I.H_ then LO"
ILO3 ._d LHjatu_t_7-_r_
Ilrhiter I_.l,_pd t ir<
Carrier lo,ded t i r_t
[Both st_ages loadt-d t_,gi-7_-_"J
}_etore prc, pdl.nt l<_din_
A|ter propell_nt h,adi_l_
During propeilan: l:adJng
Before propellant i_:adin.< b_J[_
egress during ludin_ J
Attt, r passenRer in,r,. •
Before mat in{
After _atin_ I
Belc_r_ orh, tter _ rt"_ _ .,c[ltt_
ALter orbiter rt,_ _oaL[ln_
[Load c re,_s toget,_, I_>th
beret [-rope] !,:ir, t i_a tn_'
After propellant lo,_.Jin_
During propellant 1 aJ_
Before proD._[a_'4 ];.i,ltl_ _-L_t i
_ d_rint_ [oadia,,
After passenK,er inRr,--.:
Before matl_
[After mat h{_ ]
Unmanned
One man
Three met_
I-shif _ op,,rat i_'n
2-shill operatiot_
i days
2 days
J_'--4 1 E _, wi]J '_c h0ad,,d
Sheet 1 of 5
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1.0 Ascent (Cont.)
2.0 Orbital Operations
o Transfer technique to
space station orbit
o Pavlaad Removal from
cargo bay ot orbiter
o Transter payload from
orbiter to space station
_ Pavhud is docked to
space station
LJ Passenger transfer
o Crew transfer
o Cargo transler
Ground hold phdsln g
Parking orbit phasing
Rendezvous compatible c_rbits
Limited Revolution
[Modified ilmited rew, lution[ Result of trade _tud'/.
__d-g_ ;rbiter; Via 2 ......... latianal
Accomplished b,_ space station devhe
station
Accomplished by space tug
Accomplished by payload Via integral RCS
itself.
Occurs before docking
Occurs after dockin$
Occurs without orbiter docking ]
From iront of orbiter via
swtNnpse
_- p orbtter_From to of
From bottom of orbiter
Frcm side oI orbiter
From rear of orbiter
via swingtai 1
unitPayl°ad is single ..... intefiralj
Payload is buih trarr smaller
modules
Accomplished by orbiter
, A_complished by .__s ace "_'2.st_th'm
Accomplisht'd !_v pa_ioad {(self
Zero-g, nem-rotat In station
Artificial-g _tation
Payload does do_King, maneuvers
Space statl,_ll d_es do_kirt,:
maneuvers
Docking is exter:lal te space
Docking ia int_,r:_,fl t_ space'
statiotl
[Payload is ._n enddc_cTked
Pavluad i_ do_ked _:l side
Docking via visu,d sightin_
on l '¢
I]OL_ ink via ele_Eroni_ nn[',
bF_ockin_ via _.ombina_ion e: " !
I
visual _i ht_n and ele tr,ni _'
Suited transft_r
Transfer via W_A
[ Sh ir ts._ lee?'e t rajs f er j
Crew dues not tr,ln_,t
Crew transters _itb F,s._n#,rs
]inside pavloc_d _anister
Crew transfers via separat_ --
ducking
7Return crew is same as lip cre_
Return crew is no_ same as
up _rew
Combination of ab,we
Entire cargo tran<erred after
dockfn_ ___
bCargo transfl, rredL\n a "u_
asls
transfer
Crew does not participate in
cargo transfer
Passengers participate in cargo
transfer
Passengers do not participate]
in car_o transfer a
\ia integral RCS
Fiequkres 7,:r'v iI>.!_?th
study.
', i i t/3[ tl _t ,t_¢ ktL]
.f p_', l,l,td ,
AIte:" an initii[
minimal translt, lct
spei,il vquipm_nt
Fxcept when absolutdy
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.Just bd,,r_- H+.idt*tl?n stud
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a_ q_ canister
l?fft_-LmtTI1 p]i:iia] ;i<Ti_t,_r n¢q
i Sdlm_ xiS u taI_ 5/'r
l'a)'i¢_,] £,e, i c kin7 [r,an_uvcr
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"Dp<i,_t' ttl_4 t,t '<: ch,<k[nK
I ..... -vet .... _1
Sprit-t" _Ldl i-m el< es dc_: k[n_
[r_di1 c 'y,r _ t
_,'ia <*uL, it F, ,,,_; a Li 1,:1
_..!5 <_._,<,_(.',i.:;'_:_ c]
{iL/_o[; i ' :gl_d; C [,]_
'.ia act!:m _'.' _Fl:e St<iti<Jll
F<_-; =. ....]'q,<lr ] ,c,n_l,
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!lfillll;i i ia11 {11"7
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4.OA Orbiter Haintenance
_.OB Car'. ier _lainter._;;_
a Passenger Egress
o Crew egress
,1 Mahltename work force,
Post-i lighl maintenance
o Maintenance work force,
Pre-flight maintenance
o Length of maintenance
_ Prepare (_rhiter for next
1 igh t
Q Load new pa}load canister
o toad jet _Lle[
a , rew egress
o Maintunamu w,_rk forte,
p_st-f[i_ht maintename
o H,dntendnL:e w,;rk ",_r_e,
pre-f i ight ma intenam e
length a_ Haintenance
_perat i_n
Passengers leave S/(: singly
under own power
Passengers taken as a group Requires specialintact with payload mister equipment
Before passenger esress
17:/-_e r p_;;_7_Tr- e8 ri, d_.. s l
Before S/C (;ooldown is]
complete
After S/C cooMown is
complete
Crew leaves S/C unassisted
[Crew is tak_{-Trvm-[7(_
l-shift operation
_':Z'_ i f t o_erat _on I
l-s_i2 Lyre r att__ __
12-shift operation ]
3-shift operation
14-day operation
lO-dav operatinn
(7-da$' ope ra t TonJ
_-day operation
Via "d,erry picker"
On pad
Vertical assembly
[Horizontal as_t;r-b ] _,]
Vertical 1 oad irg
_rizontal ic,adin_ ]
After S/L _ ¢,c!]d<:wrl is
•omp]ete
Crew leaves 5 (t*rutssistu[
[c.... ld_.d_!.r,_:=_, ]
!-,}_'" ,perath IL
,_-_hir t d_t'rdL to1,
3-shii t .,perat i,,:
14-day oper:lt i,,n
[O-day operati n
L7-day J pe r at i_,--_
)-day operat L,n
Prepare _arrier tor next OnFad
llight
',ertical assembh
[Horizontal assembi: ]
21JLtL opf, rati{m, 90_
h_arnln_
_t m;_intenan, u hanger.
Less passenaer_
Via "'!._ rr'; pi, ker"
Load .jet fuel _)n___n__n__n__n__
fIoth t_;'t'l _
:,,aI n_t:_
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o How is the payload extracted from the Orbiter?
o How is the payload to be transferred from the Orbiter to the Space
Station?
o How is the payload to be docked with the Space Station?
o How is the payload transferred back to the Orbiter from the Space Station?
o How is the payload placed back into the payload bay of the Orbiter?
Additionally, two other questions related to crew and passenger transfer seem
appropriate:
o Is a crew-access tunnel from the crew cabin to the payload bay necessary
or desirable?
o Is a passenger quick-egress tunnel from the payJoad bay to the outside
of the Orbiter necessary or desirable?
In the following paragraphs, each of the above questions is analyzed and
answered as an illustration of the procedures used in identifying the mission
interfaces and their impact on mission planning and/or system design.
It should be noted here that, by MDAC groundrule, the operational modes of
docking the Orbiter directly to the Space Station and of docking the payload to
the Space Station while it is still physically attached to the Orbiter were not
considered. The rationale behind this groundrule is that the combined mass of
the Orbiter plus payload is much greater than that of the Space Station, especially
during the early years of the Space Station buildup, and the attendant attitude
control problems incurred while docking would be prohibitively large. However,
as the Space Station becomes larger and larger, through gradual buildup, this
groundrule may not remain valid, and direct docking could become the preferred
operational mode.
a) On-Orbit Payload Unloading - The removal of the payload from the Orbiter
can be accomplished in one of three general ways:
o By Orbiter-initiated and controlled methods
o By payload-initiated and controlled methods
o By methods initiated and controlled by a third vehicle, i.e., by the
Space Station or by the Space Tug.
More specifically, the following list contains a number of the more feasible
methods for extracting the payload from the payload bay:
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o Translational devices:
Telescopic pushers
Worm gear pushers
Loaded springs
Scissor extendors
Cable reel-in devices
Inflatable devices
o Swing-out docking ring
o Payload attached to payload bay door & swings out with door opening
o Space Tug docks with payload and pulls payload out
o Space Station uses winch, boom, or arm
o Payload removes itself through use of propulsive devices
Representative payload-unloading concepts are pictured in Figure 4-13. An
assessment of each method as to the advantages and disadvantages of its use
is presented in Table 4-9. Based on this assessment, the use of two-way
translational devices for on-orblt payload unloading is selected as the
preferred mode. The other methods exhibit major alternate mission limitations
and/or serious dynamic problems.
b) On-Orbit Payload Transfer - Once unloaded from the payload bay of the
Orbiter, the payload is transferred to the Space Station. Four of the more
promising ways of accomplishing this task are:
o Use of a self-contained payload maneuvering system
o Pushing or pulling by a Space Tug
o Cable reel-in or boom/arm withdrawal by the Space Station
o The Space Station comes to the payload
Each of these methods is illustrated in Figure 4-14. An assessment as to the
advantages and disadvantages of each method is given in Table 4-10. As a
result of this assessment, the choice narrows down to two, namely, the
autonomous-payload method and the use of the Space Tug (pushing). Further
study is required to make a final selection. However, for the purposes of
selecting a single-path operational mission, the use of the Space Tug
(pushing) is selected as the preferred system.
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METHODS OF PAYLOAD UNLOADING
A. TRANSLATIONAL DEVICES
D. SPACE TUG
B. DOCKING RING
SPACE
E. SPACE STATION ARM
C. PAYLOAD ON DOOR
i
\
)
/
F. AUTONOMOUS CONTROL
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Table 4-10
ON-ORBIT PAYLOAD TRANSFER ASSESSMENT
METHOD ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES
• AUTONOMOUSCONTROL
USEOF SPACETUG
(PUSHING)
• GOODVISIBILITY FOR STATIONDOCKING.
• SIMPLE SYSTEM.
• ADAPTABLETO DIFFERENT DOCKING
CONFIGURATIONS.
DOCKINGMECHANISMSONLY ADDITIONAL
HARDWAREREQUIRED.
• MANEUVERINGSYSTEMWEIGHTCHARGED
AGAINST PAYLOAD.
• REQUIRESUSEOF THIRD VEHICLE.
• POOR VISIBILITY FOR DOCKINGTO
USE OF SPACE TUG
(PULLING)
• SPACE STATION CABLE
ARM/BOOMWITHDRAWAL
• SPACESTATION COMES
TO PAYLOAD
SIMPLESYSTEMIF SPACETUG ALREADY
EXISTING.
ADAPTABLE TO DIFFERENT DOCKING
CONFIGURATIONS.
DOCKINGMECHANISMSONLY ADDITIONAL
HARDWAREREQUIRED,
SIMPLE SYSTEMIF SPACETUG ALREADY
EXISTING.
GOODVISIBILITY FOR STATION DOCKING
GOODVISIBILITY FOR PAYLOAD ATTACH-
MENT TO STATION.
VERY LITTLE ADDITIONAL HARDWARE
REQUIREDON PAYLOAD.
• SIMPLESYSTEM
• GOODVISIBILITY FOR STATION-TO-PAY-
LOAD DOCKING.
• DOCKINGMECHANICS ONLY ADDITIONAL
HARDWAREREQUIRED.
SPACE STATION.
• REQUIRESUSEOF THIRD VEHICLE.
• LIMITED DOCKINGCONFIGURATIONS.
• REQUIRESSEPARATE SPACETUG FOR
EACH PAYLOAD CANISTER.
• SPACETUG MUSTHAVE GO-THROUGH
PRESSURIZEDTUNNEL.
• INTRODUCESLARGE DYNAMIC FORCES
ON SPACESTATION.
• ORIENTATION OF PAYLOAD DIFFICULT
TO CONTROL.
• ATTACHMENT OF PAYLOAD TO STA-
TION DIFFICULT TO ACCOMPLISH.
• MANEUVERINGPROPELLANT REQUIRE-
MENT EXCESSIVE,PARTICULARLY AS
STATION BUILDUP CONTINUES.
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The use of the Space Tug is further illustrated in Figure 4-15. Note
that the payload is translated out from the Orbiter to clear the doors before
docking by the Space Tug. This is accomplished by two-way translational
device as defined in Section 4.2.2a.
c) Payload Docking - There are many docking configurations by which the
payload can be attached to the Space Station. Eleven different docking
configurations have been identified and are listed below:
o Payload end to Station side
o Payload side to Station side
o Payload side nested in Station side
o Payload end nested in Station side
o Payload extended through Station
o Payload end inserted into Station side hatch
o Payload side to Station end
o Payload side nested in Station end
o Payload taken in through Station end
o Payload taken in through Station side
o Payload end to Station end
Each of these configurations is illustrated in Figure 4-16. An assessment
of each configuration is given in Table 4-11. On the basis of these assess-
ments and using a minimal payload-Station interface as the prime criterion,
Configurations i, 2, 7, and Ii appear to be the more promising of the group.
Of these, Configuration i, payload end to station side, is selected as the
reference docking configuration only to provide operational continuity.
d) On-Orbit Return Transfer - The methods for the transfer of the payload
from the Station to the Orbiter are similar to those required for the reverse
transfer situation. Thus, use of the Space Tug is selected as the preferred
method for return payload transfer.
e) On-Orbit Payload Loading - The loading of the payload back onto the
Orbiter for return from orbit is somewhat different than its unloading. Here,
the payload must be pushed or pulled into the cargo bay. Devices such as the
loaded springs, cable reel-in motors, and inflatable devices are usually one-
way expulsion mechanisms and can therefore be dropped from any further
consideration.
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PAYLOAD TRANSFER SEQUENCE
Space Tug
TRANSFER
PAYLOAD
TO SPACE
STATIONARRIVE IN VICINITY OPEN TRANSLATE DOCK SPACE WITHDRAW
OF SPACE STATION DOORS PAYLOAD TUG TO PAY- PAYLOAD
LOAD FROM
ORBITER
DOCK
PAYLO AD
TO SPACE
STATION
DOCK SPACE
TUG TO SPACE
STATION
Figure 4-15
METHODS OF DOCKING PAYLOAD TO SPACE STATION
F
®
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DOCKING CONFIGURATION ASSESSMENT
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7.
9.
]L).
1!.
CONFIGURATION
Payload End to
Station Side
Payload Side to
Station Side
Payload Side
Nested in
Station Side
Payload End
Nested in
Station Side
Payload Extended
]hrough Station
Pay load In_erted
into Station
Side Hatch
Favload Side te
SCat ion Fnd
Pavioad Side
:(e> ted in
Station End
Pay load Inserted
into Station Lnd
P,! ] _ld l:tkct;
>tati<m Sidv _.
F_"load [ nd L,,
St _ti,,r [.nd
ADVANTAGES
(a) Simple.
(b) Minimal payload - Station interface
(a) Simple.
(b) Small payload - Station interface
(a)
(a)
(a)
(a)
More contact surface, thus cargo/
passenger transfer is easier.
More contact surface, thus cargo/
passenger transfer is easier
(less than 3).
,Here area aw_ilable for cargo/
passenger transfer.
:,lore area available for cargo/
passenger transfer.
(a) Simple.
(b] Minimal payload - Station
interface.
(a)
(a)
More arcs availablc for cargo/
passenger transfer.
Ha>.i, lum aret available lot cargo/
[) a S _iell_¢' r t rall_;fer.
_I _: iv/u::; art,k :_v/ii [tihlc I oF ,at}u,
[:: i>%¢_ng£'F [ gal]Sl t'F.
< kr:ipie.
qiaimal pavload - _tati(m
i llt er f ace,
[_!rt' v_!;lt l_t >Ul'IaLe tll;itÁ ] .
DISADVANTAGES
(a)
(a)
(a)
(b)
(c)
(a)
(b)
(c)
Some attitude control problems
introduced to Station.
Some attitude control problems
introduced to Station (less than I).
Some attitude control problems
introduced to Station (less than 2).
Large payload - Station interface.
DockinK is more difficult than 2.
Soc_e attitude control
problems introduced to Station (more
tb _ n _ ).
I,atge payload - Station interface.
Docking is more difficult than i.
(a) S.x:c attitude control problems
introduced to Station (less than 4).
(b) Large payload - Station inter_ace.
(c) Docking is extremely difficult.
(d) Sealin_ of Station openings may be
difficult.
(a) S,_r:qeattitude control problems
intrc:duced to Station
(about same as 4).
(b) l,arge payload -Station interface.
(c) [),_<kin;, is more difficult than l.
(d) SealinE of Station openings may be
dii i icult.
(a) Som<: attitude control problems
_ntrcdnced to Station (less than i).
( _ )
(b)
(c)
(d)
(a)
(b)
(,)
(b >
(a)
S_u_u attitude control problems
introduced to Station (less than 7).
[arVt payload - Station interface.
Do_kin£ is more difficult than 7.
S,-;_lin_ of btation openings nay b_
dili [ct_lt.
Sor_c attitude contr,',] problems
introduced to _ation.
I,:_c_, payload - _,_ation intertace.
]_, KJI!K iS 7:,_re '!ifficu]t tilan i.
:Q,: _c ,it t i tud_' col]troi problem_
intr,,duced to _tation.
J *rzt" pa,,load - 5tation intert a<c.
:h,, , Jny, is ;:_re di:ticult thi_: 2.
S,,_,< tttitude _cntrol probleTs
i:e',r,,.itxccd t{) Station.
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In addition, payload hookup and reel-in by the Orbiter is a method which
should receive some consideration. Orbiter-located pinchers or grabbers (holders)
are also feasible concepts, Docking to the payload by the Orbiter is another
alternative worth consideration.
On the basis of having the simplest system for the entire on-orbit mission,
payload grabbers were selected as the preferred system for payload loading. These
are installed on the translational device for unloading the payload from the
Orbiter. The device locks onto the payload and the payload is translated back
into the payload bay of the Orbiter, whereupon the outer access doors are closed.
Note that the translate-and-hold devices also provide improved alternate-
mission capability in that the payload can be extended from the Orbiter.
f) Crew Access Tunnel Assessment - The desirability of incorporating a crew cabin-
to-payload access tunnel into the design of the Orbiter is seen when the advantages
of such a tunnel are weighed against its disadvantages. Both are listed in Table
4-12. The most important of the advantages of such a tunnel is that it gives the
crew access to the payload bay while on orbit, thus providing the vehicle with
increased alternate mission capability and allows transfer of the crew to the
station internally within the payload m_dule.
The placement of the crew-access tunnel is pictured in Figure 4-17. As shown,
the crew-access tunnel connects the crew cabin to the payload bay, running along
the top and down the center of the Orbiter. Further detail as to the design of
the tunnel and its interaction with other Orbiter systems is beyond the scope of
this special emphasis study.
Table 4-12
CREW-ACCESSTUNNEL ASSESSMENT
ADVANTAGES
• CREWHASACCESSTO CARGOFOR ON-ORBIT OPERATIONSAND ALTERNATE MISSIONCAPABILITY
• PROVIDESCREW-TRANSFER-TO-SPACESTATION CAPABILITY VIA CARGOMODULE
• POSSIBLEALTERNATIVE ESCAPEROUTE DURINGABORT SITUATIONS
DISADVANTAGES
• REQUIRESADDITIONAL PRESSURIZATIONANDPOWER
• MAY INTERFERE WITHPROPELLANT TANK PLACEMENT
• MAY REQUIRE PLACEMENT OUTSIDEOF ORBITER MOLDLINE
• USESVOLUMEOTHERWISEAVAILABLE FOR ORBITER SYSTEMS
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TUNNEL--_ pA_Nt__AD____
CREWCABIN__.. ,]_..___ ____
Figure 4-17
g) Passenger On-Pad Quick Egress - With as many as ten passengers scheduled to
travel within the payload canister onboard the Orbiter, there is little doubt that
some method of passenger quick egress should be provided for on-pad emergency
situations. Five quick-egress procedures for passenger escape are suggested in
Table 4-13. The advantages and disadvantages of each of these procedures are
listed in Table 4-14. Of the five alternatives, the method of the quick egress
tunnel was adjudged to be the simplest and quickest. However, the adequacy of the
technique must be determined by further study.
Table 4-13
METHODS OF ON'PAD PASSENGER QUICK EGRESS
• BLOW HATCH INPAYLOAD CANISTER,TRAVERSE TUNNEL, OPEN
HATCH INPAYLOAD DOORS,SLIDE DOWN CABLE
• OPEN PAYLOAD DOORS, TRANSLATE PAYLOAD CANISTER OUT, OPEN
HATCH INPAYLOAD CANISTER,SLIDE DOWN CABLE
• OPEN PAYLOAD DOORS, REMOVE PAYLOAD CANISTER,TRANSFER ENTIRE
PAYLOAD CANISTER TO SAFE AREA
• OPEN HATCH INPAYLOAD CANISTER,CLIMB THROUGH CREW-ACCESS
TUNNEL, ESCAPE THROUGH CREW QUICK-EGRESSHATCHES, SLIDE DOWN
CABLE
• BLOW HATCH INPAYLOAD CANISTER,OPEN PAYLOAD DOORS, SLIDE DOWN
CABLE
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Method
I. Escape Tunnel
21 Utilization of Onboard
Translational Devices
3. Remove Payload
Canister Intact
4. Utilize Crew-Access
Tunnel
5. No Escape Tunnel,
Open Doors
Table 4-14
PASSENGER ON-PAD QUICK EGRESS METHOD ASSESSMENT
Advantages
o Simple
o Very little additional equipment
o Minimal physical effort required
of passengers
o Simple
o Uses existing equipment
o Minimal physical effort required
of passengers
o No physical effort required of
passengers
o Simple
o Uses existing equipment
o Simple
o Uses existing equipment
o Minimal physical effort required
of passengers
Disadvantages
o Slow (probably fastest method)
o Relatively slow (slower than i)
o Requires heavy equipment
o Very slow
o Complex
o Prohibitively slow
o Requires large physical effort
by passengers
o Relatively slow (slower than i)
o Nothing to bridge gap between
payload and doors
On the basis that a passenger quick-egress tunnel is the preferred
method of extracting the passengers in an emergency situation, an assessment
as to the desirability of incorporating such a tunnel into the baseline
design was made. The advantages and disadvantages of the employment of a quick
egress tunnel are listed in Table 4-15. With these in mind, and with a view
to the not-too-distant past Apollo tragedy, it was decided to include the
escape tunnel in the baseline vehicle design.
The passenger quick-egress tunnel is envisioned as a non-pressurized
tunnel physically attached to one of the payload bay doors. At the payload
bay door interface there would be a smaller door, operable from the inside.
At the payload end of the tunnel, i.e., at the payload canister-tunnel
interface, a quick-opening hatch would be provided. The tunnel would be
short, extending only from the payload canister to the payload bay doors
and may be in an inclined position when the Orbiter is vertical to allow
quicker passage of the passengers.
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ADVANTAGES
• PROVIDES ON-PAD QUICK EGRESS FOR PASSENGERS DURING ENGINES - DOWN ABORT
• PROVIDES ALTERNATE ON-PAD EGRESS FOR CREW DURING ENGINES - DOWN ABORT
• PROVIDES ON-PAD PASSENGER INGRESSWITH PAYLOAD DOORS CLOSED
DISADVANTAGES
• USESVOLUME OTHERWISEAVAILABLE FOR ORBITER SYSTEMS
• MAY INTERFERE _TH PROPELLANT TANK PLACEMENT
4.2.3 Payload-Handling Facilities - For discussion purposes, payload-handling
facilities can generally be broken down into two categories, on-the-ground
facilities and on-orbit facilities. Ground facilities can further be subdivided
by geographical location, e.g., at the maintenance hangar, on the launch pad, and
at the landing site, both primary and secondary. A detailed description of the
ground facilities can be found elsewhere in this report (see Section 1.3, Vol. III,
Facilities Plan).
On-orbit payload-handling facilities are not described in detail as this would
have entailed investigations beyond the scope of the present study. However,
certain major items of payload-handling equipment can be identified. For example,
for payload unloading, two-way translational and holding devices would have to
be provided. For intact payload transfer from the Orbiter to the Space Station,
use of a Space Tug has been proposed as the preferred mode of operation. Docking
hardware on the payload canister to enable its attachment to the Station would
have to be provided.
Having attached the payload to the Station, and having transferred both crew
and passengers, some means must be provided for transferring the cargo. It is
proposed that the cargo be transferred o:_ a "use" basis, which would eliminate
most of the cargo-handling problems. However, certain general items, such as
hand rails, quick-connect/disconnect tie-down devices, color-coding and modulariza-
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tion of the cargo, etc, would _ave to be provided in any case. In addition,
loading and unloading would follow a pre-flight constructed cargo-transfer plan.
While the transfer of the cargo is to take place according to the race at
which the provisions, equipment, etc. are needed, the requirement to transfer
certain large heavier items must a]so be anticipated. For iten_s such as these,
manually operated moving equipment will most likely be required. Such equipment
would be located onboard the St_ItI_,,lt,) enable its rt_curring use with numerous
missions and docked payloads and Ill the. loading of return (:argo.
4.2.4 Passenger-Accommodatlon FacIIItiL::?_- Like the p;lyload-handling facilities,
a more detailed discussion of tile gr_)uml passenger-_c¢:ommodation facilities can be
found in the Facilities Plan, Section I.O, Vol. III. Aside from facilities for
housing and transporting the passengers to the launch site, special provisions will
have to be made for on-the-pad loading, on-pad passenger quick-egress during an
emergency situation, passenger seating awaiting liftoff, environmental control and
working-volume allocation during the mission, and for transferring the passengers to
and from the Space Station.
Since it is anticipated that in the Operational Phase of the Space Shuttle
Program, the passengers will consist of scientists, engineers, and technicians
whose ages and physical fitness do not compare with that of present-day astronauts,
special accommodations will have to be provided for them above what is done today.
For instance, a maximum 3-g acceleration during the boost phase is decreed when
passengers are aboard, whereas 4g's are allowed otherwise.
While loading the Orbiter, it is anticipated that a walk-on capability from
the service tower will be available. On-pad quick-egress during an engines-down
or other emergency situation is thus provided. Passenger last-minute loading and
upright seating while waiting for liftoff (with swivel-seat adjustment to the on-
back position just prior to ignition) will govern the prelaunch scheduling. Inside
the payload canister, sufficient volume must be given to the passengers for moving
around. Environmental control must be supplied since a shirtsleeve environment
is a mission requirement.
On-orbit activity of the passengers aboard the Orbiter will be kept minimal
and their participation in cargo transfer will not be required.
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4.2.5 Mission Duration Parametrics - The baseline mission is a Space Station
logistics mission in which a two-man crew pilots the orbiter with i0 passengers
riding in the payload canister. The baseline _dssion duration is "up to 7 days".
The parametric curves presented in this section show the effects (on the payload
and on program costs) of increasing the mission from seven to thirty days. In
addition, these effects are shown for the case where only a two-man crew is present.
a) Effect of Mission Duration on Orbiter Subsystems - The effects of increas-
ing the mission duration from 7 to 30 days on the weight and volume of the
basic Orbiter subsystems are shown in Figures 4-18 and 4-19, respectively.
These two charts also illustrate the differences resulting from the assumption
of a 2-man versus 12-man crew (2 crewmen plus i0 passengers).
It is seen that four Orbiter subsystems are primarily affected by the
increase in mission duration, namely, attitude control (ACS), environmental
control (ECS), power, and crew provisions (i.e., food and water). By weight
and by volume, the ACS is the subsystem exhibiting the greatest effects of
mission duration.
l]_e effects of a 2-man crew versus a 12-man crew are most seen on the
environmental control system. This effect is at its greatest for the longest
duration missions. The basic power and attitude control subsystems for the
Orbiter were sized for a 12-man complement and, consequently, show little
effects when the crew size is increased from two to twelve men.
All increases in the Orbiter subsystems weights shown in these two
charts are due to increased requirements for propellants, gases, and reactants.
The crew-provisions increase in the only exception to this. Hence, except
for tankage, no increase in subsystem hard,care is necessary for missions of
duration up to 30 days.
b) Effect of Mission Duration on Orbiter Payload- The overall weight and
volume effects of increasing the length of the mission from 7 to 30 days are
seen in Figures 4-20 and 4-21, respectively. Here, the increases in weight
and volume of the Orbiter subsystems are charged against the baseline 25,000-
pound, 5300-cu. ft. payload. Also shown are the payload differences result-
ing from a 2-man versus a 12-man crew, and the combined effects of both
variab les.
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EFFECT OF MISSION DURATION ON
SUBSYSTEM WEIGHT
EFFECT OF P,_ISSIONDURATION ON ORBITER
SUBSYSTEM VOLUME
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Figure 4-19
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It is seen that the available Orbiter payload erodes very quickly with
an increase in mission duration. In particular, a decrease from 25,000 ibs.
to 11,400 ibs. results for the 2-man mission when going from 7 to 30 days.
Similarly, the 12-man crew mission sees a payload decrease from 25,000 ibs.
to 3400 ibs. over the same range of mission length.
In the case of the payload volume, the decrease in available volume
is not nearly as severe as was the weight, with the 12-man-crew mission
showing somewhat greater effects. However, in neither case does the payload
volume diminish sufficiently to warrant curtailment of the mission duration on
this basis alone. The volume difference between 2 and 12-man vehicles is
almost entirely that resulting from the housing requirement of the additional
ten men.
c) Effect of Mission Duration on Orbiter Electrical Power - The increase in
Orbiter electrical energy requirements with an increase in mission duration
is shown in Figure 4-22. The linear relationship stems from the assumption
of a constant ll0-kilowatt-hour basic daily requirement for the operational
mission. Imposed on top of these requirements is the assumption of a 200-
kilowatt-hour/day/man requirement for the operation of experiments (one
experiment per crewman, average power of i00 watts, run for 4 hours per day).
This latter requirement accounts for the difference in energy requirement
between the 2-man and the 12-man missions.
d) Effects of Mission Duration on Program Costs - It is shown in Section
4.2.5a that an increase in mission duration resulted in increased Orbiter
subsystem weights and volumes. Since these increases were in the form of
propellants, gases, and fuel cell reactants, little increase in program costs
would be seen. However, if it is assumed that all missions of the program
have the same mission duration, then the basic spacecraft inventory is
affected and, consequently, program recurring costs.
The basic spacecraft inventories for the missions being considered in
this study are shown in Table 4-16. Both the effect of increasing the mission
duration from 7 to 30 days and the nominal (no-loss) annual launch rate from
4 to i00 launches per year are shown.
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Table 4-16
SPACECRAFT INVENTORY
• 1g-YEAR PROGRAM
• DESIGN LIFE ---100 USES
• 1-DAY CARRIER MISSION
• ASCENT RELIABILITY
• PSR (ORBITER) : 0.990
• PSR (CARRIER) -- 0.995
ANNUAL LAUNCH RATE
NUMBER OF VEHICLES REQUIRED
ORBITER
CARRIER
7-DAY MISSION
4
8
I0
]12 REFERENCE
30
50
100
4
7
15
6
10
19
0.97
30-DAY MISSION
2
2
3
3
7
11
21
PSR = PROBABILITY OF SUCCESSFUL RECOVERY
30
Figure 4-22
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For the 10-year program, with the probabilities, reliabilities, and
design life as stated on the chart, the Carrier inventory varies from 2
vehicles at the low (4 launches/year) launch rate to 15 vehicles at the
high (I00 launches/year) launch rate. At the same time, the Orbiter inventory
varies from 2 to 19 vehicles over the same range of launch rates and for the
nominal 7-day mission. For a 30-day mission, the upper limit is extended to
21 vehicles for the Orbiter.
The increase in spacecraft (Orbiter) inventory with mission duration is
shown in graphic form in Figure 4-23. Since the Carrier's "mission" does not
increase, no change in its inventory occurs.
As stated above, all missions in the program are assumed to have the
same length. Mixes of different mission durations were not investigated.
However, it is seen that for a mission of 27 days or less, no increase in
the Orbiter inventory occurs, even for launch rates of i00 launches/year
(i000 successful missions).
It should be noted that the spacecraft inventories are very sensitive
to the inputs of design life, mission reliability, launch-into-orbit
reliability, etc. Sensitivity plots of the stage inventory versus these
variables are shown in Volume III, Section 2.0.
The recurring cost increases resulting from the increase in Orbiter
inventory versus mission duration are shown in Figure 4-24. Since an
increase in mission duration can be accomplished without a corresponding
increase in the Orbiter's subsystem hardware (save for a few propellant, gas,
and reactant tanks), no increase occurs in the spacecraft basic unit cost.
Thus all cost increases shown are the result of increased inventories,
which in turn, are the result of increased mission length.
The increase in recurring costs are less than $120 million for any of
the programs considered. No cost increases occur for the 40, 80, or 120-
successful-mission programs, and none occur for missions less than 27 days
regardless of launch rate (for the range investigated).
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AVE
CONUS
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EC/LSS
ECM
ETR
GSE
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JP
KSC
LiOH
LRU
MDAC
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Table 4-17
SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS
DEFINITION
Attitude Control System
After Every Flight
Aerospace Ground Equipment
Auxiliary Power Unit
Aerospace Vehicle Equipment
Continental United States
Environmental Control System
Environmental Control and Life Support System
Electromagnetic Capability
Eastern Test Range
Ground Support Equipment
Integral Launch Reentry Vehicle - Langley
Jet Petroleum
Kennedy Space Center
Lithium Hydroxide
Line Replaceable Unit
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company
Onboard Checkout
Orbital Maneuver Attitude Control System
Precision Measurement Equipment Laboratory
Prior to Launch
Quality Assurance
Quality Control
Spacecraft
Scheduled Maintenance
Turnaround Time
Vehicle Assembly Building
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